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Executive Summary
Destination Wollongong recognises tourism as a major economic driver of change within the region. It also appreciates
that if it is to change attitudes towards tourism, then it must to identify the potential opportunities for the region and
resolve barriers (i.e. economic, social, administrative, and political) in development of the sector.
Destination Wollongong has commissioned Cardno to prepare this Destination Development Plan (DDP) for Wollongong
Local Government Area in the context of the Illawarra Region. It accompanies Destination Wollongong’s Destination
Management Plan (DMP) and sets out the key strategic focus for the sector. The Destination Development Plan is
intended to be an overtly ‘outward looking’ or aspirational document.
Wollongong is ideally placed to capture the opportunities presented by a range of global trends such as Asian Century,
Seniors Market, Nature based tourism and eco-tourism, Surf tourism Cultural and heritage tourism. Wollongong has an
array of assets that have appeal to an equally diverse range of market segments and special interest groups. The key
strengths of the region are:
> Unique and differing landscapes

For the purposes of this DDP, the region has been broken up into the following tourism precincts (form north to south):
1.

Helensburgh and the Royal National Park

2.

Northern Villages

3.

Coastal Beaches

4.

Education Precinct

5.

Wollongong City, Wollongong Harbour and the Blue Mile

6.

Lake Illawarra

7.

Industry

8.

Rural Landscape

> Proximity to Sydney International Airport and to Canberra
> Grand Pacific Way
> Wollongong’s beaches
> South Coast Rail line connects most of the region together and
> The region has a diverse cultural community.

There are three key themes that Destination Wollongong is looking to develop their destination around:
> Commercialising existing tourism assets to take advantage of the VFR market out of Sydney and existing visitation
> Wollongong becoming the ‘Adventure Playground of Sydney’
> The importance of business events given our proximity to Sydney

Currently, the NSW South Coast is the third most visited region in NSW after Sydney and the North Coast for domestic
travellers (for the period 2011-2012). Some important points to note include:

Within each precinct, a number of key projects have been identified such as:

> The visitor economy is worth $700 million per annum including 10,000 day visitors per day and 280,000 overnight
visitor nights per month on average.

> Combined Golf Resort at Maddans Plains

> Tourism is already the 4th highest employing industry in Wollongong and much higher when indirect jobs are shown.
> Tourism is already a substantial industry, yet the development of products is quite poor.
> Comparatively Wollongong is the “poor cousin” in the Sydney surrounds competitive set. This is mainly due to lack of
leisure and events product.

> Royal National Park Eco Lodge

> Museum of Flight/Bald Hill Conference Restaurant Facility
> Grand Pacific Way
> Illawarra Escarpment Walk
> Sky Bridge – Mt Ousley Crossing

> The NSW government has set a policy to double overnight visitor expenditure by 2020. The Illawarra has a strong role
to play as Sydney is constrained and Illawarra is accessible with great capacity.

> Mount Keira Adventure Playground

> Investment in tourism requires genuine facilitation and dedicated planning.

> Wollongong Convention Centre

> The foreshores and crown lands must be protected and expertly planned to achieve sensible yet commercial
outcomes.

> Cliff Road Tourist Resort

> Belmore Basin Maritime Facility and Coastal Ferry

> Bungee Jumping at Sublime Point

> There are a number of barriers to entry and a number of recommended planning actions to achieve desired results.
In terms of implementation, Destination Wollongong should look to forming good facilitation partnerships to:
> Establish permanent consultative mechanisms involving different levels of government to provide a basis for ongoing
collaboration.
> Develop a detailed profile of investors and selectively target investors with specific proposals to fill gaps in current
supply. Develop an ongoing fact-based conversation with communities about the potential benefits of tourism
investment to build community support for investment.
> Identify opportunities to work with Indigenous communities to develop proposals that will respond to visitor demand
and be of benefit to traditional owners.
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> Have an adequately resourced strategy specifically for engaging international investors.
Destination Wollongong should also investigate facilitation practices for approval processes:
> Set sites aside for tourism projects and clear regulatory and planning approvals for tourism projects at those sites.
> Align the objectives of tourism investment with local planning requirements.
> Work collaboratively with other levels of government and with investors to shape investment proposals so as to
achieve approvals.
> Appear on behalf of tourism investment proposals at planning tribunals where the proposal has the features being
sought by the jurisdiction.
> When considering major proposals, an across-government project committee should be formed to facilitate the
proposal.
> In appropriate circumstances, refer tourism investment proposals from local to state government for approval.
> Assign a person with suitable expertise and sufficient influence to each significant investment proposal to help
developers navigate government and provide a high level of responsiveness.
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1.4

Consultation

1

Introduction

In preparing this Destination Development Plan, Destination Wollongong and/or Cardno has consulted with a range of
Stakeholders including:

1.1

Background

> Department of Planning and Infrastructure

Destination Wollongong sees itself as a major economic driver of change within the region. It has met with a range of
stakeholders such as the Department of Planning and Infrastructure and RDA Illawarra in an attempt to get tourism on the
regional agenda. It is realised that if we are to change the “hearts and minds” of regulators we must lead by example in
preparing a document that shows the community that tourism is more about “selling ice cream to visitors”, it is about
driving economic investment and creating jobs. It must identify the potential opportunities for the region and resolve
barriers (economic, social, administrative, and political) in its development.

A delegation of DW with both Shellharbour and Kiama Council’s met with Regional Director South, NSW Planning and
Infrastructure to discuss the role tourism plays in the local economy and the importance of its growth over the coming
years. The group received a favourable hearing and were encouraged to submit a considered response to the
Discussion Paper outlining the opportunities the group saw for the sector.

Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd was commissioned by Destination Wollongong to prepare this Destination Development Plan
(DDP) for Wollongong Local Government Area in the context of the Illawarra Region.

Through their Economic Development strategy Wollongong City Council have identified tourism as a “Key Future
Industry”.

Wollongong City Council

The DDP was required as an accompanying document to Destination Wollongong’s Destination Management Plan (DMP)
which sets out the key strategic focus which aligns with the objectives set out by the NSW Government in regards to
regional destinations in NSW. The DMP is more of an ‘inward looking’ plan designed to outline the organisations strategic
focus and to ensure that it aligns with the objectives set out by the NSW State Government Industry Action Plan.
Destination Wollongong felt that it wanted to effect real change and needed a document that looked outside of the
organisation and created a blueprint for providing direction and focus for the local tourism industry, as well as for the
community, local business and government. The DDP is a mechanism through which the local industry can assist in
accommodating the diverse aspirations of the community.

“The tourism sector continues to use
the natural assets in Wollongong to

1.2

increase visitor numbers and drive

Aims and Objectives of Study

employment growth.”

The purpose of this study is:
> To identify the current global trends in issues in tourism;
> To understand the current organisation of Destination Wollongong;
> To identify the current tourism offering in Wollongong;
> To identify the current strengths and weaknesses of tourism in Wollongong;
> To identify tourism opportunities in Wollongong;
> To understand the different levels of governments role in tourism in Wollongong;
> To propose potential areas for tourism infrastructure;

A priority for Wollongong City Council is ensuring that the commercial benefits of their tourism assets are realised.

> To develop actions that needed to be undertaken to allow for tourism growth in Wollongong;
> To develop priorities for each action identified; and
> To provide an implementation plan of the identified priorities and actions for Destination Wollongong.

1.3

Study Area

For the purpose of this report the study area is the Wollongong local government area, but considered within a regional
context.

Prepared for Destination Wollongong

RDA – Transition Illawarra
As part of their Transition Illawarra document, Regional Development Australia- South Coast have identified three
strategic opportunities for the tourism sector
1.

Work with local councils and key tourism organisations to look at opportunities to explore barriers to Asian tourism
in the region.

2.

Undertake a detailed assessment of the tourism assets required to further support the development of tourism
within the region

3.

Work with key stakeholders to ensure local organisations have the opportunity to leverage off one another for
events occurring in the region.

October 2014
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1.5

Limitations

This document is a “desk-top” review of existing, readily available information. It relies heavily on the first-hand
experiences of the project team and consultants. It is limited by scope, time and budget. It is a “work in progress”’ as this
sector continues to evolve.

1.6

Structure of this Report

This document is set out as follows:
·

Section 2 outlines current global trends in tourism such as the rise in adventure tourism and needs of our Asian
neighbours, and sets an international context.

·

Section 3 describes the organisation “Destination Wollongong” in terms of its history, resources, current priorities and
perception by others. It also compares it to its peers both locally and internationally.

·

Section 4 describes the Wollongong Tourism Offering in terms of key strengths and weaknesses, opportunities,
access and performance.

·

Section 5 outlines the government’s role in tourism in terms of Destination NSW, NS Government Visitor Economy,
Tourism Australia Strategy and a framework to facilitate tourism.

·

Section 6 outlines Destination Wollongong‘s “Destination Management Plan”

·

Section 7 presents this Destination Wollongong “Development Plan”. For ease of reference this is broken down into
11 separate precincts

·

Section 8 outlines a series of Tourism Development Processes and Implementation Guidelines
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Indirect impacts of climate change on Australian tourism include

2

Global Trends in Tourism

This section outlines the current global issues and trends in tourism which have assisted in identifying the current
opportunities and development strategies for Destination Wollongong.

2.1

> increasing costs of travel both to and within Australia from governments around the world implementing policies to
reduce emissions, such as carbon taxes and emissions trading schemes increasing operational costs for tourism
businesses resulting from government regulation to reduce carbon emissions in Australia; and
> increasing consumer concern about the vast distance required to travel to Australia as a result of powerful lobbying
against aviation, which may lead to a decrease in visitor numbers to Australia over time.

Current Issues in Global Tourism

The following is an indicative list of the current trends and issues in tourism on a global level:

2.3

> Repercussions on the travel and tourism industry from the global economic slowdown

China is the fastest growing tourism source market in the world and the top international tourism spender in 2012
(UNWTO, 2013). China has been much heralded as a tourism source market for Australia, and NSW has had an active
and successful presence in China for many years.

> Concern for safety and security remains an important issue for the travel industry
> The transformative impact tourism has on global socio-economic progress
> Negative impact on the travel industry of increases in fuel prices and airline fees
> Importance of maintaining a destination’s social, cultural, natural and built resources
> Effect on tourism from natural and man-made disasters and world political disruptions
> Influence of increased use of electronic and other technologies on the travel industry

Asian Century

However, changes in competition and market dynamics, and the NSW Government’s goal to double the value of
overnight visitor expenditure to NSW by the year 2020, have highlighted the need for expanded activities and new
strategies.
Destination NSW intends to capitalise on the diverse opportunities on offer in China and will actively build new markets,
support new products and services and develop industry partnerships to ensure that NSW secures substantial market
share and harnesses the potential of the China market.

> Changes in tourism demand resulting from increased travel by emerging nations
> Greater interest in potential long term consequences of climate change on tourism
> Need for increased national/local leadership in tourism policy and strategic planning

2.2

Climate Change and Tourism

2.4

Current Trends in Tourism

2.4.1

The Seniors Market

Many older people want to enjoy the same activities and entertainment that they enjoyed in their youth, and they have
more disposable income to spend on them. Coupled with better health, they will demand products and services that cater
to their ageing needs. Interests include sea cruising, nomad travel, cultural and heritage tourism, and self-education.

Climate change will have a significant impact on global tourism. Climate defines the length and quality of the tourism
season, and it plays a major role in the choice of destination and tourist spending.
In many destinations, tourism is closely linked with the natural environment. Climate affects a wide range of the
environmental resources that are critical attractions for tourism, such as snow conditions, wildlife productivity and
biodiversity, water levels and quality. Climate also has an important influence on environmental conditions than can deter
tourists, including infectious disease, bushfires, insect and water-borne pests and extreme weather events such as
tropical cyclones.
Understanding the dynamics of how climate change will affect the global industry is complex. Tourism will continue to
grow, but the patterns of travel will change – some destinations will benefit and others will be impacted negatively
(Tourism NT, 2009).
Physical impacts of climate change for Australia, all of which have direct tourism impacts, include:
> warmer summers

2.4.2

Nature-Based Tourism and Ecotourism

Rainforests, wilderness areas, the ocean and other unpolluted areas provide a unique and necessary chance to escape
from stressful work environments and day-to-day life. The demand for ecotourism and nature based holidays is expected
to triple in the next 20 years (Dwyer et al., 2008). Natural resources need to be managed effectively in order for the
potential to be realised and especially due to the implications of climate change.

2.4.3

Surf Tourism

Surf tourism is a growing market in Australia and NSW. In 2008, more than 1.6 million international and domestic visitors
took overnight trips to coastal locations in Australia to participate in surfing activities. Surf tourism has the potential to
deliver social, economic and environmental benefits to coastal destinations in NSW.

> warmer winters
> increase in extreme weather events droughts
> marine and terrestrial biodiversity loss
> sea level rise
> increase in disease outbreaks
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2.4.4

Cultural and Heritage Tourism

Cultural tourism showcases the unique historical & cultural facilities, local arts, and living cultural experience of an area.
Tourism Research Australia (TRA) considers Australia’s natural and cultural assets as a major drawcard for international
and domestic visitors. TRA identifies that more than 60% of international visitors seek out cultural attractions such as
museums, art galleries, and theatres, as well as places that are of heritage value (CRC, 2008).
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2.4.5

Health and Wellness Tourism

Health and fitness is an increasingly important aspect of lives and as such also an important aspect of travel. Health and
wellness tourism is expected to be a huge niche market by 2020 (Dwyer et al., 2008). People will combine treatments and
travel and there are substantial opportunities to develop health tourism products and services.

Drive tourism is extremely powerful as visitors are not on pre-sold packages and can be encouraged to stop at more
activities and attractions along the route as well as extending their intended length of stay.

2.4.10
2.4.6

Business Events Tourism

The business events tourism (BET) sector is one of the world’s fastest growing tourism markets which comprise corporate
meetings, incentives, conventions and exhibitions. BET is typically one of the highest yielding tourism segments (Dwyer et
al., 2008). There are opportunities for regional destinations to position themselves as unique locations to attract BET.
Products that focus on the ease of accessibility to the destination, sound infrastructure that supports the product, quality
facilities and services, including food and beverage, safety, and creative experiences will be attractive in the business
market (Dwyer et al., 2008).

Sustainable tourism aims to make as low an impact on the environment and local culture as possible, while helping to
generate future employment for local people. The aim of sustainable tourism is to ensure that development brings a
positive experience for local people, tourism companies and the tourists themselves. Sustainable tourism is an adopted
practice in successful ecotourism. As one of the world's largest and fastest growing industries, continuous growth will
place great stress on remaining biologically diverse habitats and indigenous cultures, which are often used to support
mass tourism. Tourists who promote sustainable tourism are sensitive to these dangers and seek to protect tourist
destinations, and to protect tourism as an industry.

2.4.11
2.4.7

Event Tourism

Special event tourism has the capacity to create income and jobs in the short term, and increased visitation and related
investment in the longer term.
Event Tourism can be significant, especially in sport and culture. It also needs to recognize that Local Government assets
play an important role in attracting such events. Events also attract larger numbers so the benefit can be across several
Local Governments areas

Sustainable Tourism

Technological Capability

The new world of telecommunication can offer many advantages to both the traveller and to the travel industry. A range
of online resources are available to help tourism businesses build strong, profitable and successful businesses.
Destination Wollongong has identified in their Business Plan 2013/14 that one of the key emerging trends is the growing
penetration of mobile technology which has and will continue to change the way in which travellers search and book
holidays online.
2.4.12

Destination NSW Key Visitation Sectors.

Destination NSW lists the following as key visitation sectors:
2.4.8

Adventure Travel

> Families (VFR)

Adventure travel is a special kind of tourism which comprises activities or experiences that allows its participants to step
outside of their comfort zone. This may include activities such as mountaineering, trekking, bungee jumping, mountain
biking, rafting, zip-lining, paragliding, and rock climbing.

> Leisure / FIT

Adventure tourism is an excellent opportunity for Wollongong. Its proximity to Sydney and natural assets are key drivers
for adventure tourism.

> Groups

Established operators, such as Sky Dive the Beach have built excellent businesses reliant on the Sydney population and
overnight visitation.
The opportunity exists for other adventure operators to commence operations and develop clusters of activity which can
be packaged together, for the commercial benefit of the region.

> Inbound

> Backpacker / Flash packer
To market the state to potential visitors, Destination NSW has aligned the diverse regions into eight holiday zones:
> Short Breaks from Sydney
> North Coast of NSW
> South Coast of NSW

2.4.9

Drive Tourism

> Outback NSW

Drive tourism is important as it encourages visitors to:

> Country NSW

> Travel beyond the major tourism destinations

> Snowy Mountains

> Stopover in small towns

> Lord Howe Island

> Spend money at local businesses.
The aim is to build awareness and appeal of the different zones in conjunction with the State’s key experiences. These
include:
Drive tourism presents valuable opportunities for businesses, and contributes financially too many rural and regional
communities.
Destination Wollongong has partnered with its South Coast Tourism partners to create the Grand Pacific Drive. Grand
Pacific Drive is packaged in seventeen countries and has developed considerable brand equity both internationally and
domestically. It is intended to continue to grow the GPD product to include the Snowy Mountains and Canberra regions,
as well as extending over the board to eventually create a Sydney to Melbourne tourist drive.

> Nature and National Parks
> Beaches and Surf
> Food and Wine
> Arts, Heritage and Culture
> Regional Events and Festivals
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3

Benchmarking Other Areas

This section outlines the performance of other areas around Australia.
3.1

International

These three international case studies are significant in that they showcase the importance of tourism precincts, which
have a wide variety of activities to cater for a broad demographic of visitors.
Queenstown and Whistler have relatively small population bases and tourism has become the main economic driver of
the local economies.
Fisherman’s Wharf is an excellent example of a region which has reinvented itself as a tourism product to transition from
its previous traditional industrial base of fishing. Effectively engaging with its heritage elements, the local residents have
embraced the move towards reinventing the area as a tourism hub.
Strategically, two major tourism precincts could be created in the Illawarra,
> the Mt Keira adventure playground, and
> Shellharbour Marina.

Queenstown
www.queenstownnz.co.nz
Queenstown (Māori: Tahuna) is a resort town in Otago in the south-west of New Zealand's South Island. It is built around
an inlet called Queenstown Bay on Lake Wakatipu, a long thin Z-shaped lake formed by glacial processes, and has
spectacular views of nearby mountains such as The Remarkables, Cecil Peak, Walter Peak and just above the town; Ben
Lomond and Queenstown Hill.
It has an estimated resident population
of 30,200 (June 2013 estimate) and
welcomed 1.9m visitors in the 2012/13
financial year.
Queenstown is now known for its
commerce-oriented tourism, especially
adventure and ski tourism
A resort town, Queenstown boasted 220
adventure tourism activities in
2012.Skiing and snowboarding, jet
boating, whitewater rafting, bungy
jumping, mountain biking,[6]
skateboarding, tramping, Parapenting,
Sky diving and fly fishing are all popular.
Queenstown is a sister city to Aspen in
the United States.
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Whistler
www.whistlerblackcomb.com
Whistler is a Canadian resort town in
the southern Pacific Ranges of the
Coast Mountains in the province of
British Columbia, Canada,
approximately 125 kilometres (78 mi)
north of Vancouver and 36 km (22 mi)
south of the town of Pemberton.
Incorporated as the Resort
Municipality of Whistler (RMOW), it
has a permanent population of
approximately 9,965, plus a larger but rotating "transient" population of workers, typically younger people from beyond
BC, notably from Australia and Europe.
Over two million people visit Whistler annually, primarily for alpine skiing and snowboarding and, in summer, mountain
biking at Whistler-Blackcomb. Its pedestrian village has won numerous design awards and Whistler has been voted
among the top destinations in North America by major ski magazines since the mid-1990s.
Until the 1960s, this quiet area was without basic infrastructure; there were no sewage facilities, water, or electricity, and
no road from Squamish or Vancouver. In 1962, four Vancouver businessmen began to explore the area with the intent of
building a ski resort and bidding for the 1968 Winter Olympics. Garibaldi Lift Company was formed, shares were sold, and
in 1966, Whistler Mountain opened to the public.

Fisherman’s Wharf
www.fishermanswharf.org
Fisherman's Wharf is a neighbourhood and popular
tourist attraction in San Francisco, California. It roughly
encompasses the northern waterfront area of San
Francisco
San Francisco's Fisherman's Wharf gets its name and
neighbourhood characteristics from the city's early days
of the mid to later 1800’s when Italian immigrant
fishermen came to the city by the bay to take advantage
of the influx of population due to the gold rush.
From then until the present day it remained the home
base of San Francisco's fishing fleet. Despite its
redevelopment into a tourist attraction during the 1970’s
and 1980’s, the area is still home to many active
fishermen and their fleets.
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3.2

National

Domestic Tourism: Overnight travel involves a stay away from home of at least one night, at a place at least 40
kilometres from home. A person is an overnight visitor to a location if they stay one or more nights in the location while
travelling.
For the year ending June 2013, there were 75.3 million domestic overnight trips taken in Australia, an increase of 3%
compared to the equivalent period in 2012. During this period Australians spent 288 million nights away from home, up
3% compared to 2012.
There were 5.8 million international visitors to Australia, an increase of 5% compared to YE 30 June 2012. Similarly
International visitors spent 213 million nights in Australia, up 8% compared to YE 30 June 2012.

The Indian market now ranks as number 11 in NSW’s list of top international source markets but is number 7 in terms of
its share of NSW visitor nights. Although still developing off a base of approximately 70,000 per annum, Indian visitors
have one of the longest lengths of stay in NSW (44.8 nights).
The Tourism Forecasting Committee (TFC) expects inbound tourism to Australia from China to increase at an annual
average growth rate of around 6.4% between 2011/12-2021/22. Indian visitor arrivals are expected to increase at an
annual average growth rate of 7.2% - the highest of all inbound markets.
Source: Tourism Forecasting Committee (2013, Issue 1) and National & International Visitor Survey (Year Ending June 2013).

3.3.2

Queensland

New Zealand was the largest source of visitors (1,086,974), followed by China (646,779), United Kingdom (573,978) and
USA (464,634).

Queensland Visitor Snapshot

Source: Tourism Research Australia, 2013.

Domestic Tourism: Key indicators of domestic visitation estimates to and within Queensland for the year ending June
2013 include:

3.3

State

3.3.1

NSW

> Domestic overnight visitor numbers to and within Queensland remained unchanged (+0.0%) year-on-year to 18 million
for the year ending June 2013.
> Domestic visitor nights to Queensland remained unchanged (+0.0%) year-on-year to 75.3 million for the year ending
June 2013.

NSW is Australia’s top performing tourism state. More visitors come to NSW and stay longer and spend more than in any
other state in Australia.
NSW Visitor Snapshot
Domestic Tourism: more than 96% of all visitors to NSW come from within Australia, with the majority of these coming
from intrastate markets.
> In YE June 2013 NSW received more than 25 million domestic overnight visitors – an increase of 3.1% over the
previous year.

International Tourism: Key indicators of international visitation estimates to and within Queensland for the year ending
June 2013 include:
> International overnight visitor numbers to Queensland increased 6% year-on-year to 2.06 million for the year ending
June 2013.
> International visitor nights to Queensland increased 12% year-on-year to 46 million for the year ending June 2013.

> Regional NSW was the largest source of overnight visitors to the State (41.2%) followed by Sydney (27.3%).
> Most interstate overnight visitors came from Queensland (11%) and Victoria (10.9%).

Tourism Forecasts:

> The average length of stay in NSW for domestic overnight visitors was 3.4 nights.

> Domestic visitor nights in Queensland are forecasted to achieve a modest increase of 0.1% to 75.3 million in 2012-13,
with a 5% growth in holiday nights offset by decreases in the other segments.

International Tourism: The international market is smaller, but brings tourists who stay longer and spend more in NSW.

> 2013-14 is forecasted to see modest increases across the key segments. Regional Queensland will record a higher
growth rate with visitor nights growing by 1.6% in 2013-14, whereas visitor nights in Brisbane/Gold Coast forecasted to
grow by 0.9% in 2013-14.

> In the YE June 2013 NSW received 3 million international visitors – an increase of 5.9% from the previous year
> In order, the State’s largest international source markets were:
1.

China (13.4%)

2.

New Zealand (13.1%)

3.

United Kingdom (10.6%)

4.

USA (10.1%)

> Over the next ten years to 2021-22, domestic nights in Queensland will increase by an average of0.8% per year to
81.6 million nights. This is an increase of 6.4million nights over ten years.
> Visitor nights in Queensland are forecast to reach record highs in 2012-13, increasing by 7.4% to reach 44.3 million
nights.
> Holiday nights will increase by 4.1% to 19.2 million nights and the VFR segment is forecasted to rebound strongly by
16.2% to 9.3 million nights following a contraction in 2011-12.

> The average length of stay for international visitors was 23.5 nights.

> In 2013-14, visitor night’s growth will moderate to an increase of 2.8%, with Brisbane/Gold Coast driving the State’s
growth in visitor nights with an increase of 6.5%. Regional Queensland is forecast to experience a decline in visitor
nights following a strong showing in 2012-13.

Tourism Forecasts

Source: Tourism and Events Queensland, 2013.

International visitors to Australia are expected to increase at an average annual rate of 3.5% over the 2011/12 – 2021/22
period to reach 8.4 million in 2021/22.
Presently, NSW’s fastest growing market is Malaysia, followed by Singapore and China. China is also the largest
contributor of visitor nights (16.1%) and expenditure (20.5%) to NSW.
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3.3.3

Western Australia

Tourism Forecasts

Domestic Tourism: Key indicators of domestic visitation estimates to and within Western Australia for the year ending
June 2013 include:

> By applying the national forecast rate of +0.5% to the latest data for Victoria, it is estimated that Victoria will receive
17.7 million domestic overnight visitors by 202021.

> Interstate visitation and nights in WA are up from YE June 2012 (visitors up + 10.4%, nights up+ 26.4%), ahead of the
national averages (visitors up + 5.7%, nights up + 7.7%).

> Domestic visitor nights to Victoria are forecast to grow at an average annual rate of 0.5% to reach 52.7 million nights
by 2020-21.

> Growth in interstate visitation has been driven by the VFR segment which grew (+) 22.3% (or 73,000 additional
visitors), ahead of the national average of (+) 7.3%.

> International travel to Australia is forecast to increase 1.0% from 2010-11 to 2011-12 and 3.0% in 2011-12 to 2012-13
to reach 6.1 million visitors.

> YE June 2013 saw intrastate visitor numbers within WA grow (+) 7.6, ahead of the national average of (+) 0.9%. This
is equivalent to an estimated increase of (+) 382,000 intrastate trips in WA.

> The average annual growth rate of visitors to Australia is forecast to be 3.3% from 2010-11 to 2020-21, with visitation
estimated to reach 8.2 million by 2020-21

International Tourism: Key indicators of international visitation estimates to Western Australia for the year ending June
2013 include:
> 763,900 international visitors came to WA in YE June 2013; an increase of (+) 3.0% for WA, behind the national
average growth rate of (+) 5.1%.
> WA’s largest international visitor segment, the holiday/leisure segment, recovered in YE June2013 up (+) 1.6% (or
5,100 additional holiday/leisure visitors) while the national average grew (+) 5.5%.
Source: Tourism Western Australia, 2013.

3.3.4

Victoria

Victoria Visitor Snapshot
Domestic Tourism: Key indicators of domestic visitation estimates to and within Victoria for the year ending June 2013
include:
> Domestic overnight visitor numbers to and within Victoria remained unchanged (+0.0%) year-on-year to 17.9 million
for the year ending June 2013. Nationally, domestic overnight visitation increased by 2.6%, with key competitors New
South Wales up 3.1% and Queensland down 0.1%.
> Over the period year ending June 2008 to 2013, domestic overnight visitor estimates to Victoria have increased by
0.4% per annum, compared with similar increases at the national level (+0.5% p.a.), New South Wales (+0.5% p.a.)
and Queensland (+0.4% p.a.).
> Domestic visitor night estimates to Victoria increased 6.4% year-on-year to 57.6 million nights for the year ending June
2013, ahead of growth for the national average (+3.3%), New South Wales (+2.0%) and Queensland (+0.2%).

International Tourism: Key indicators of the international tourism performance of Victoria’s regions include:
> International overnight visitor estimates to Victoria increased by 5.8% to 1.88 million. For the period year ending June
2008 to 2013, international overnight visitor estimates to Victoria have grown at an average annual rate of 4.7%.
> International overnight visitor estimates to regional Victoria decreased by 2.6% year-on-year to 319,600. From the
year ending June 2008 to 2013, the estimated number of international overnight visitors to regional Victoria declined at
an average annual rate of 0.5%.
> Regions that experienced year-on-year increases in estimated international overnight visitors were the Grampians
(+20.9%), the Murray (+11.9%) and Great Ocean Road (+2.6%).

Prepared for Destination Wollongong

> Assuming Victoria maintains its current market share of international visitors, there will be an estimated 2.4 million
visitors in 2020-21.
Source: Tourism Victoria, 2013.

Regional Tourism in Victoria
Tourism Victoria developed the Regional Tourism Action Plan (2009-2012) in order to assist Victoria’s regions fulfill their
opportunities to fully meet their tourism potential. The plan addresses cross-regional issues and confirms priorities for
each of Victoria’s ten tourism regions. The Plan provides strategies to boost the economic benefits and employment
growth of the tourism industry in regional Victoria and outlines strategies to meet challenges faced by tourism operators
and communities.
Extensive stakeholder consultation was undertaken in order to understand the issues faced by tourism operators in
regional Victoria. The Plan sets out the future direction of tourism through various strategies and recommendations with a
particular focus on improving regional industry structures, improving the supply and quality of tourism experiences,
increasing consumer demand for regional tourism and increasing the availability of skilled workers and improving service
standards.

3.3.5

South Australia

South Australia has launched a ‘Best Backyard’ campaign with a renewed focus on why South Australians should holiday
at home. For the first time the South Australian Tourism Commission is marketing each of the individual regions within
one campaign, highlighting to South Australians what is truly special about each destination, including the unique
experiences on offer.

3.4

Region

3.4.1

Central Coast

The Central Coast Destination Management Plan 2010-2013 (DMP) identifies an agreed vision for the direction of the
tourism industry on the Central Coast. Visitor expenditure is valued at over $750 million annually to the Central Coast
region and directly employs approximately 6,000 people. In recent times, overnight visitation to the region has decreased,
triggering the need for a new direction and a bold vision. The DMP for tourism will increase the recognition of tourism as a
major source of economic and regional development by government and the private sector, assist with the alignment of
local, regional and state strategies affecting the tourism industry, and serve as a useful tool for tourism operators,
researchers, investors and stakeholders in their own planning efforts.
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3.4.2

Blue Mountains

The Blue Mountains Tourism Strategic Review aims to assess the current structure and arrangements to promote and
develop tourism and recommend the most cost effective structure and mechanism to promote and develop tourism in the
greater Blue Mountains Region, that will at the same time maximise the opportunities afforded by the NSW Tourism
Strategy and accompanying funding arrangements.

3.4.3

Tropical North Queensland

Tourism and Events Queensland in partnership with Tourism Tropical North Queensland has developed a five-year
Destination Tourism Strategy for Tropical North Queensland. The Destination Tourism Strategy, in articulating the agreed
tourism direction for the destinations, provides the strategic platform for:
> Guiding Tourism and Events Queensland's, Tourism Tropical North Queensland and other stakeholders' individual
planning and activities; and
> Fostering the efficient, effective and coordinated use of resources to grow sustainable tourism development in the
destinations to 2016.
The Destination Tourism Strategy aims to guide tourism industry development in the destination by coordinating
stakeholders in a common direction to maximise the tourism potential of the destination so as to achieve a balance of
economic, social and environmental outcomes.

The South Coast Region incorporates six Local Government Areas (LGAs): Wollongong City, Shellharbour City, Kiama
Municipality, Shoalhaven City, Eurobodalla Shire and Bega Valley Shire (marketed as the Sapphire Coast) and the Jervis
Bay Territory.
The South Coast Region DMP provides the coordinating framework for these LGA Plans and focuses on the actions
required at the regional and sub-regional level to encourage and facilitate product, infrastructure and market development
that will deliver sustainable growth of the South Coast Visitor Economy.
The directions, strategies, actions and projects identified in the LGA-based Destination Management Plans are endorsed
by the South Coast DMP and form part of the South Coast DMP documentation.

The South Coast Region Destination Management Plan:
> Assesses the current status and performance of the visitor economy of the South Coast Region.
> Identifies opportunities to grow visitation to and visitor expenditure within the Region and sets the directions and
priorities for growth.
> Identifies and assesses the products, services and facilities needed to meet visitor needs and expectations and to
support and facilitate growth.
> Sets the vision, directions and priorities for the development, management and marketing of the South Coast Region
for the period 2013-2020.
> Provides the framework for the coordination of key stakeholders and resources needed to deliver the Plan.

3.4.4

North Coast

With the NSW State Government goal to double tourism measured by overnight visitor expenditure by 2020, the new
North Coast Destination Network will assist Destination NSW achieve that goal by implementing a comprehensive
strategy to influence people to travel to the North Coast of NSW and create a sustainable tourism industry to help
increase the economic benefits to the North Coast and to the State.
The North Coast Destination Management Plan (DMP) is the creation of one united Regional Tourism Network which in
partnership with Destination NSW, 14 Local Government Areas, 14 Local Tourism Associations (or association equivalent
of) and over 3500 combined industry operators together with other community groups and agencies, and cross regional
border partners will provide the roadmap to achieve doubling overnight visitor expenditure by 2020.
The purpose of the North Coast Destination Network is to create a collaborative capacity across the Mid North Coast and
Northern Rivers regions in which multiple stakeholders have agreed to join together around shared tourism objectives to
create a self-sustaining model that increases awareness, preference and conversions for all destinations from Great
Lakes in the south to The Tweed in the north.

3.4.5

South Coast

The South Coast Region Destination Management Plan (DMP)
has been prepared by the South Coast Regional Tourism
Organisation (which Kiama Tourism hold membership) to set
the framework and strategic direction for the development and
management of tourism and the broader visitor economy on
the South Coast for the period 2013 to 2020. The South Coast
Region extends along the NSW coastline, from the southern
fringe of the Sydney Metropolitan Area to the NSW-Victorian
border.

3.4.6

Southern Highlands

The Southern Highlands Tourism Strategy 2012-2017 relates to the LGA of Wingecarribee and provides the framework
and direction for taking the local industry forward for the next 5 years. The strategy is designed to play a significant role in
contributing to the success of tourism in the Southern Highlands. The strategy has been developed to address the 5 year
timeframe and beyond with a view to the Southern Highlands being a successful destination over the long term.

3.4.7

Wollondilly

Wollondilly Shire Council has in place 2 key tourism plans for the Wollondilly LGA, which is:
> Wollondilly Shire Council Tourism Business Plan (May 2002-2011); and
> Wollondilly Rural Tourism Strategy.
The Tourism Business Plan demonstrates means through which the development of tourism in the Wollondilly Shire can
take place through a broad set of strategies, which are then further defined into actions.
The Rural Tourism Strategy outlines a pathway forward for the 12 elements identified in the strategy and to develop a
structured and sustainable framework that ensures a democratic and lucrative initiative for all stakeholders.

3.5

Take Home Messages

The key ‘take away’ messages from this review are that for tourism to be successful, it must be run as a business and be
regionally focused. It must embrace key trends and look at international best practice.

The South Coast is the third most visited tourism region in
NSW, ranking behind Sydney and the NSW North Coast (combined North Coast and Northern Rivers Regions).In 2012
the South Coast attracted 9.0134 million visitors with these visitors spending an estimated $1.902 billion dollars within the
Region.
Prepared for Destination Wollongong
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Destination Wollongong operates under the following five strategic pillars.

4

Destination Wollongong

4.1

History of the Organisation

In September 2012, Tourism Wollongong became Destination Wollongong in a move that brought the city's expanding
CBD and tourism/events base under a single marketing umbrella. This has enabled the city to better develop and
package itself as a lifestyle destination.

Destination Wollongong’s Five Strategic Pillars
1

Destination Marketing – Tourism is a national industry worth over $94 billion and contributes $704 million to
Wollongong's economy each year. Aligning Tourism Australia, Destination New South Wales and key
industry operators, Destination Wollongong will strive to make Wollongong a highly desirable destination for
visitors from priority target markets and market segments: business, business events, education,
employment and "visiting friends and relatives". In 2013/14 Destination Wollongong will work with partners
to implement aggressive marketing and sales initiatives with the aim of increasing international, interstate
and intrastate visitor numbers and total expenditure. The best of Wollongong will be showcased through
appealing, authentic & high quality visitor experiences.

2

Visitor Information Services - Wollongong & surrounds receives over 4.5 million visitors annually. Our
Visitor Information Service provides up-to-date information across multiple platforms to create positive
experiences for our visitors. An interactive digital hub helps drive destination awareness & visitor
engagement.

3

Business Events & Conferences – This represents one of the highest yielding sectors in Australia’s visitor
economy. It is worth $16 billion per annum to the Australian economy and in excess of $10 million to the
Wollongong economy. The acquisition of Business Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Events (MICE)
is a key strategic priority for Destination Wollongong. Through tailored packages and a range of strategic
initiatives, Destination Wollongong is working to position Wollongong as the regional destination of choice
for business events & conferences.

4

Major Event Acquisition – Wollongong, with its wonderful natural assets, public infrastructure and proximity
to Sydney and Canberra is well placed to benefit from the economic impact and regional exposure that
Major Events provide. Destination Wollongong is working hard to make Wollongong the premier “event hub”
in regional NSW. Destination Wollongong’s 2012/13 Summer program of 18 events directly injected $22
million of economic value into the region.

5

Wollongong City Centre – This strategic pillar came under Destination Wollongong’s charter in 2011.
Destination Wollongong undertakes a range of marketing & promotional activity to position the City Centre
as a vibrant retail & entertainment precinct to complement exciting & extensive building works over the next
2 years

The change was also timely and in response to the new five year funding agreement that Tourism Wollongong had
entered into with Wollongong City Council in November 2011. This agreement saw an expansion in Tourism
Wollongong's core roles and responsibilities to include the marketing of the City Centre and major event acquisition.
Transforming into Destination Wollongong allowed all the city's main marketing activities to be brought under one roof in a
way that removed duplication and enabled Wollongong to adopt a more holistic approach to destination marketing.
Becoming Destination Wollongong was also a natural progression, following on from the industry trend that saw name
changes made by Destination NSW and Destination Melbourne - two effective marketing bodies that saw the need
to streamline the way in which they can plan, develop and package their destinations
The Illawarra region is serviced by three local tourism bodies:
> Destination Wollongong;
> Tourism Shellharbour; and
> Kiama Tourism
Each of these is funded by their local governments.

4.2

Corporate Profile

Destination Wollongong , enabled by the strategic long-term support of Wollongong City Council, is charged with
delivering visitor economy growth by positioning Wollongong & surrounds as a premier regional tourism, events &
conference destination. It has key business objectives including:
1.

Support visitor economy growth in Wollongong and surrounds.

2.

Position Wollongong as a diversified coastal destination appealing to the major event and conference markets.

3.

Revitalise and activate Wollongong’s City Centre to create a vibrant retail and entertainment precinct.

4.

Service the needs of key stakeholders and members

Prepared for Destination Wollongong
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4.3

Current Priorities

Destination Wollongong’s five strategic pillars represent its current priorities. Ultimately all pillars work together to achieve
Destination Wollongong’s ultimate mission to see Wollongong become the destination to Live, Work and Play (refer
Figure 1). This focus sees Destination Wollongong fulfilling the charter give to it by Wollongong City Council:

4.3.2

International Marketing

Destination Wollongong currently undertakes the following as part of their international marketing activities:
> Attendance at trade shows and industry workshops;
> Advertising; and

Figure 1

Key Strategic Pillars

> Familiarisation tours.

4.3.3

Grand Pacific Drive

Destination Wollongong, in conjunction with the Grand Pacific Drive
Marketing Committee, undertook the following marketing activities to further
promote the drive in domestic and international markets:
> Advertising: Grand Pacific Drive is featured on a Shell V - Power
Postcard distributed nationally through Coles Express stores.
> Attendance at 13 domestic and international trade/consumer shows;
> Hosted 25 familiarisations under the Grand Pacific Drive branding in
domestic and international markets.
> Launch of new website in September 2011, with an increase of 6%
visitation compared to the same period the previous year.
> Tripadvisor ads and introduction of widget on
www.grandpacificdrive.com.au, receiving over 30 reviews and a
satisfaction rate of 96.7%.
> Active on Facebook;
> Featured in online blogs/articles;
> Update and installation of Tourist Drive 11 signage;
> Featured in the following publications; Canberra Holidays Planner, Australian Senior, Indian brochure, NSW/Canberra
AOT Holidays and 2011/12 Britz/Maui MakeTracks Magazine;
> Re-print and distribution of 50,000 Grand Pacific Drive brochures; and
> Attended Royal National Park - Audley Opening.
Source: Destination Wollongong, 2012

4.3.1

Domestic Marketing

Destination Wollongong currently undertakes the following as part of their domestic marketing activities:
> The “It’s ON! In the Gong” campaign: an annual campaign that promotes the exceptional line up of summer events.
This campaign is executed in partnership with Destination New South Wales and delivered $22 million in economic
value to Wollongong and surrounds in 2012/13.

4.3.4

Future Marketing Opportunities

Destination Wollongong needs to position Wollongong as a highly desirable destination to visit by leveraging
Wollongong’s appealing, authentic and high quality experiences to increase visitation and spend from Intrastate,
Interstate and International markets. A number of marketing approaches include, but are not limited to, the following:
> Enhance and promote the Wollongong lifestyle by continuing to cultivate local pride and targeting the VFR market
> A Best Backyard campaign like South Australia’s to get people from NSW to visit;

> Attendance at consumer shows such as the Caravan and Camping show;

> Increase tourists by promoting Wollongong sustainability credentials to ‘green-savvy’ consumers who make purchase
decisions based on minimising their own footprint;

> Familiarisation tours with journalists and enquiring conference and event planners;

> Reduce operating costs by undertaking initiatives that reduce waste, water and energy consumption;

> External communications including media management;

> Develop a competitive advantage by establishing and promoting sustainable business practices as a point of
difference; and

> We ♥ the Gong® merchandise and We ♥ the Gong®:EAT book; and
> Online: social media (Facebook, Twitter and Instagram) and digital (blogs and eNewsletters).

Prepared for Destination Wollongong
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5.1.1

The Wollongong Tourism Offering

Table 3 is an indicative list of the things to do in and around Wollongong.
Things to Do In and Around Wollongong

> Unique and differing landscapes

Activities

Water based

Sport

Relax

Wollongong, like many parts of NSW, is blessed with an array of assets that have appeal to an equally diverse range of
market segments and special interest groups. The key strengths of the region are:

Family

Activity / Attraction

Gardens

Strengths (competitive advantages)

Parks &

Theme

Culture

5.1

Table 3

Art, History &

Wollongong has an abundance of great activities and attractions to suit any and all lifestyles and interests. Where in the
world can you skydive, hang glide, surf and go for a crazy biplane adventure all in the one place? Wollongong!

Adventure

5

Attractions

Adventure Plus Paragliding, Stanwell Park

> Proximity to Sydney International Airport and to Canberra
Articles Fine Art Gallery, Stanwell Park

> Grand Pacific Way
> Wollongong’s beaches

Australia’s Industry World, Coniston

> South Coast Rail line connects most of the region together and

Australian Cycling Holidays, Queenscliff

> The region has a diverse cultural community.

Boomerang Golf Course, Maddens Plains
Bulli Greyhound Racing Club, Bulli

Table 2 lists the current key assets that Wollongong currently has to offer.

Calderwood Valley Golf Course,
Calderwood

Table 2

Wollongong’s Key Assets

Key Asset

Description

Consumer Appeal

Canoe and Kayak Adventures

Landscape

The diverse landscape of Wollongong and its surrounds are an asset in
itself. Beautiful beaches are surrounded by gorgeous mountains, and are
both easily accessible.

Walks, mountain biking, surfing,
swimming, relaxing.

Coledale Rainforest Retreat, Coledale

It is noted for the views of the city from the popular summit lookout and its
history of coal mining. It was formed as part of the Illawarra escarpment
fold between 80 and 60 million years ago and the erosion by creeks that
ensued.

Panoramic views, walks,
mountain biking, bird watching

Illawarra
Escarpment
Conservation Area

Features dramatic sandstone cliffs and a medley of different forest types,
from sub-tropical rainforest to olive-green eucalypts and towering cedars,
two accessible mountains, colonial and Aboriginal heritage, and a stunning
variety of birdlife.

Panoramic views, whale
watching, walks, mountain
biking, bird watching, picnic
areas.

Grand Pacific Drive
& Seacliff Bridge

Starting just 45 minutes south of Sydney at the entrance of the Royal
National Park (world’s second oldest), the 140km drive takes you through
coastal rainforests, quaint seaside villages and traverses along the iconic
665 metre Sea Cliff Bridge.

Panoramic views, touring.

Nan Tien Temple

It is one of the branch temples of Fo Guang Shan, founded in 1965 by
Venerable Master Hsing Yun, which has over 200 branches worldwide.
“Nan Tien” in Chinese, literally means “Paradise of the South”. This is the
biggest Buddhist temple in the southern hemisphere.

Relaxation, culture, spiritual.

Jamberoo Action
Park

The largest Theme Park in NSW based in Jamberoo near Kiama

Adventure, family, water-based
activities. Picnic areas

Gala Cinema

The Blue Mile

The Blue Mile Master Plan, developed in consultation with local residents,
proposes a range of foreshore improvements to the stretch of harbour
between Stuart Park and the Wollongong Golf Club.

Relaxation, surfing, walking,
swimming.

Glenbernie Orchard: The “Apple Shack”,

Mt Keira

Coolangatta Estate, Coolangatta
Corn Mill Art Gallery, Corrimal
Dapto Greyhound Racing Club, Dapto
Darkes Forest Ranch Australia, Darkes
Forest
Dolphin Watch Cruises, Huskisson
Dolphin Wild Cruises
Foodscape Tours
Futureworld Eco-Technology Centre,
Warrawong

Darkes Forest
Grand Pacific Way
Hangdog Climbing Gym, Wollongong
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Hangglideoz, Thirroul

Symbio Wildlife Park, Helensburgh

Illawarra Escarpment Conservation Area

The Australian Motorlife Museum, Kembla

Illawarra Fly Treetop Walk
Illawarra Museum
Illawarra Performing Arts Centre
Jamberoo Action Park

Activities

Water based

Sport

Relax

Family

Gardens

Parks &

Culture

Art, History &

Activity / Attraction

Adventure

Activities

Water based

Sport

Theme

Relax

Family

Gardens

Parks &

Culture

Art, History &

Activity / Attraction

Adventure

Theme

Grange
Touchdown Helicopters, Albion Park
Trainworks Limited, Thirlmere
Warren Keelan Ocean Art Gallery,
Wollongong

Just Cruisin’ Motorcycle Tours,
Helensburgh
Kembla Grange Racecourse, Kembla
Grange
Killalea Reserve Shellharbour, Shell Cove
L’Amour Day Spa & Wellness Centre,

Warren Windsports, Thirroul
Wellness Centre Wollongong, Wollongong
WIN Sports and Entertainment Centre,
Wollongong
Wollongong Art Gallery

Wollongong

Wollongong Botanic Gardens

Mobile Bike Rental, Illawarra

Wollongong City Centre Heritage Trail

Mt Keira Scout Camp, Mt Keira

Wollongong Golf Club

My Kembla Mining Heritage Inc., Mt Kembla

Wollongong Traditional Arts Society Inc.

Nan Tien Temple, Berkeley

Zoom Fun Centre, Wollongong

NSW Air Pty Ltd, Albion Park
Otford Farm Trail Rides

Key:

PD Art Gallery Roy Jewellery

Adventure

Art, History &
Culture

Parks & Gardens

Family

Relax

Sport

Produce and Creative Traders Markets
Rhododendron Gardens, Mount Pleasant
Science Centre and Planetarium, North

Water-Based
Adventures

Wollongong
Skydive the Beach and Beyond, North
Wollongong
Southern Biplane Adventures
Sydney Microlight Centre
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5.1.2

Business Events and Conference Market

As previously identified, BET or Business Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Events (MICE) is one of the world’s
fastest growing tourism markets and typically one of the highest yielding tourism segments because of the high perdelegate spend. Currently this market attracts $10 million worth of business to the Wollongong region. This sector is worth
$7.9 billion to the Australian economy, and by 2020 this sector has the potential to contribute up to $16 billion annually.
MICE is a key strategic priority for Destination Wollongong.

5.1.5

Summary SWOT

Ø Limited demand drivers
to encourage overnight
visitation, particularly

The major stakeholders for the Business Events and Conferences are accommodation and venue providers along with
restaurants, attractions, retailers and services.

Strengths
Ø Geographic proximity to Sydney (access to

Business Events are still recovering from the GFC but indications are they are slowly on the rise for the Asia Pacific
Region. The trend over the last 18 months is that companies are holding smaller conferences and events which in turn
decrease the value of the event. What we are seeing are shorter events and a decrease in discretionary events.
Companies are looking to pack agendas with high value content to minimise downtime.

markets).

Ø Unspoilt, uncrowded beaches with free
parking.

Ø Unique landscape with Illawarra Escarpment

The primary target markets for Destination Wollongong are Professional Conference Organisers, Associations,
Franchises and Top 100 Companies within Sydney, Melbourne and ACT domestic areas.

mountain range overlooking the ocean.

Ø Grand Pacific Drive is a well-established drive

Global uncertainty affects the Business Events and Conference Market and often large corporations will put a freeze on
corporate travel and company conferences if there is any uncertainty within their industry sector. Associations and
corporations are very budget driven in these economic times and often prefer to stay close to their core membership
base.

product already being packaged
internationally.

Ø Stock of top quality hotels and serviced
apartments in Wollongong CBD (over 400
rooms under 7 years old).

5.1.3

Adventure Travel

in leisure markets.

Ø Distinct lack of leisure
product / attractions.

Ø Disconnect between
Wollongong CBD and
foreshore.

Ø Lack of activation on
Illawarra foreshores to
capitalise on visitor
spending.

Ø Image – long running
perception that the
region is a heavy
industrial area. This
overshadows the

Destination Wollongong is looking to position themselves as Australia’s premier adventure region. Whilst there are a
number of thrill seeking activities available to tourists in Wollongong, there needs to be major development in this area in
order to become the destination adventure seekers travel to in NSW. If this market is to be one of the major drawcards for
the region, there needs to be considerable investment in this area.

5.1.4

Weaknesses

positive elements on
offer.

Opportunities

Major Events

Ø Address gaps in supply – attractions, resort

Destination Wollongong recognises that events deliver considerable benefits beyond the direct impact of additional
visitation; they can drive demand and are key to building awareness and appeal of a destination. Wollongong, with its
wonderful natural assets, public infrastructure and proximity to Sydney and Canberra is well placed to benefit from the
economic impact and regional exposure that Major Events provide.

accommodation (generally cover all the
ideas listed in the later geographic sections).

Ø Seek new revenue generating activities to
boost tourism marketing budgets in the

Destination Wollongong is working hard to make Wollongong the premier “event hub” in regional NSW. In fact one of
Destination Wollongong’s business priorities is to position Wollongong as a diversified coastal destination appealing to
the major event (and conference) market.

region.

Ø Develop new commissionable product to
improve third party marketing of the region,

In the second year of operation, Destination Wollongong’s 2012/13 events program supported 32 events which delivered
over $28m into the local economy.

particularly internationally

Ø Make a strong contribution to the NSW

Of the 32 events supported this financial year, 26 of those are only 3 years old or less - facilitation and brokering has
seen a massive increase in the number of events in the region (some transient, some long-term, but all providing
significant Economic impact or regional exposure)

government’s commitment to double
overnight visitor expenditure by 2020.
Achieving this target will rely heavily on non-

The NSW Governments pledge to push mass participation events to regional areas, along with Wollongong’s natural
assets and proximity to Sydney and Sydney International Airport, ensure Wollongong is ideally placed to make inroads
into the major events sector.

Sydney CBD locations within easy reach of
the international airport

Ø Sensible commercialisation of the Blue Mile
and the Grand Pacific Drive to ensure proper
capture of visitor spends.

Ø Facilitate private sector investment and

Threats
Ø Failure to act while
competitor regions
continue to leverage
existing advantage and
grow product.

Ø Competing land use
around foreshores.
Doing nothing will surely
see “residential only”
development in line with
Local Environmental
Plans (LEP’s), forever
losing employment
generating opportunities

PPP’s to create valuable tourism
infrastructure.
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5.2

Can people get here?

Table 4

5.2.1

Road Travel

Key Measures

Wollongon
g

NSW

Visitors (‘000)

522

23,482

Nights (‘000)

1,326

79,847

Average stay (nights)

2.5

3.4

Spend ($million)

163

12,487

Spend per visitor ($)

312

532

Spend per night ($)

123

156

The total road distance to Wollongong from the
following cities is as follows.
> Sydney 84.5 km;
> Canberra 242.6 km;
> Melbourne 835.5 km;
> Nowra 77.6 km;
> Bateman's Bay 195.6 km; and
> Mittagong 70.9 km.

There are five million people,
two global cities and
Australia’s largest
International Airport within a
three hour drive of
Wollongong

Source: Destination Wollongong, 2012

Table 5

From Sydney
An hour and 20 minutes’ drive to Wollongong via the Princes Highway (F6 Freeway) from Sydney CBD or 60 minutes
from Macarthur in Sydney's west via the Westlink M7.

From the Southern Highlands
About 45 minutes’ drive time via either Mount Ousley Road/Picton Road and the Hume Highway (F5 Freeway) or
Macquarie Pass/Illawarra Highway.

Key Measures

Purpose of Visit (Domestic Visitors)

Purpose

(‘000)

%

NSW %

Holiday

181

34.7

43.9

Visiting friends and relatives

237

45.3

35.0

Business

79

15.2

17.5

Other

24

4.6

5.3

(‘000)

%

NSW %

Visit friends and relatives

311

59.7

47

Eat out at restaurants

262

50.4

56.3

Go to the beach

162

31.1

22.4

Go shopping for pleasure

116

22.3

26.3

General sight seeing

113

21.7

26.6

Source: Destination Wollongong, 2012

Table 6

Top 5 Activities Undertaken by Visitors

Activities

From Canberra
About 2.5 hours’ drive time along the Hume Highway to the Picton interchange and the Picton Road/Mt Ousley Road, or
to Moss Vale and the Illawarra Highway.

5.2.2

Rail Network

Wollongong and its surrounding suburbs have a number of train stations on the Southern Line of the Sydney Trains
network. Wollongong is the starting point of a branch service to Port Kembla, serving the Illawarra's main industrial
district. The branch is served by roughly one off-peak train per hour between Wollongong and Port Kembla on weekdays,
and an hourly service on weekends. A few additional services run during peak hours, including a couple of services
running directly to and from Central, some continuing along the suburban Eastern Suburbs Line.

Source: Destination Wollongong, 2012

Overnight travel to the Illawarra
th

There were 943,000 domestic overnight visitors for the year ending 30 June 2013, down 5.8% on the previous year. This
is equal to 5.3% of the domestic overnight visitors to regional NSW, down from 5.9%.
These visitors generated 2.293 million nights in the region for the year ending 30th June 2013, down 10.1% on the
previous year. This is equal to 3.6% of the domestic overnight visitor nights into regional NSW, down from 4.2%.

5.2.3

Bus Network

Wollongong is easily accessible from Sydney by a number of different bus networks and coach companies. Once in
Wollongong, Premier Illawarra services Wollongong and its surrounding suburbs and there is also a free Gong shuttle bus
to get residents and visitors around the city.

5.3

Current Performance

5.3.1

Domestic Travel

Currently, the NSW South Coast is the third most visited region in NSW after Sydney and the North Coast for domestic
travellers (for the period 2011-2012). Tables 1 to 3 summarise the tourist statistics in the Wollongong region specifically
(four year average annual to September 2011).
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5.3.2

Overnight travel categories and sectors

Leisure
> Domestic
49.9% of domestic overnight visitors to the Illawarra region were travelling for leisure, which generated 55.8% of the
domestic visitor nights.
Sub sectors in this category include:
- VFR (incl. weddings)
- Wholesale
- Families
- Couples
- Groups (Sport / special interest)
Source: National Visitors Survey June 13 as released by DNSW

There were 56,000 international overnight visitors for the year ending 30th June 2013, up 16.5% on the previous year.
This is equal to 9.6% of the international overnight visitors to NSW, up from 8.5%.
These visitors generated 1.145 million nights in the region for the year ending 30th June 2013, down 9.7% on the previous
year. This is equal to 3.6% of the international overnight visitor nights into regional NSW, down from 4.2%.

> International
49.9% of international overnight visitors to the Illawarra region were travelling for leisure.
Sub sectors in this category include:
- Fully Independent Travellers (FIT)
- Groups (inbound tour)
- Wholesale
- Students
- Backpacker

> Corporate / Government
Corporate and government travellers generally make use of commercial accommodation, predominantly hotels and
serviced apartments.
5.4% of domestic overnight visitors to the Illawarra are travelling for business, which generated 4.5% of the visitor nights.

> Business Events Travel
- Meetings
- Incentives
- Conferences
- Events
Source: National Visitors Survey June 13 as released by DNSW
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5.3.3

Table 11

International Travel

Sydney and Surrounds Comparative Analysis

Tables 4 to 6 summarise the tourist statistics in the Wollongong region specifically (four year average annual to
September 2011).

Market sector

Table 7

Key Measures

Key Measures

Hunter Valley

Newcastle

Port Stephens

Blue Mountains

COMP SET AVG.

Illawarra

Seniors

8

6

8

9

7.8

3

Nature

7

5

8

10

7.5

6

Wollongong

NSW

Surf

0

6

8

0

3.5

1

Visitors (‘000)

45

2,773

Cultural / Heritage

7

6

5

8

6.5

5

Nights (‘000)

1,510

62,424

Health / Wellness

9

6

8

8

7.8

5

Average stay (nights)

33.9

22.5

BET

9

8

6

9

8.0

5

Spend ($million)

120

6,203

Event

10

8

6

8

8.0

5

Spend per visitor ($)

2,700

2,213

Adventure

8

7

9

8

8.0

5

Spend per night ($)

80

99

Drive

9

6

8

9

8.0

7

Source: Destination Wollongong, 2012

Sports

6

7

6

6

6.3

8

Table 8

Sustainable

8

6

8

8

7.5

6

Technological

5

5

5

5

5.0

5

Purpose of Visit (International Visitors)

Purpose

(‘000)

%

NSW %

Holiday

17

38.8

56.4

VFR

8

6

8

8

7.5

4

Visiting friends and relatives

15

33.0

24.9

Major Events

10

6

6

7

7.3

4

Business

4

9.9

15.3

Weddings

9

6

7

8

7.5

6

Education

8

17.1

6.1

Overall score for region

7.5

6.3

7.1

7.4

7.1

5.0

Employment

1

1.2

1.8

Other

1

1.4

3.9

KEY
Low
Medium
High

Source: Destination Wollongong, 2012

Table 9

Top 5 Origin Markets

Origin

(‘000)

%

NSW %

United Kingdom

7

14.9

13.3

New Zealand

5

11.7

13.3

USA

5

10.3

10.6

Mainland China

5

10.2

9.4

Germany

2

5.1

3.8

5.4
Table 10

Very High

0-3
4-6
7-8
9-10

Competitor Analysis
Visitation Statistics
Distance Km

Destination

Sydney CDB

Int. Airport

NSW

Key Indicators

Economics

# Hotel Rooms

Day Trip
Visitors

Dom O/N
Visitors

Int O/N
Visitors

Total Visitor
Spend

70,758

51,500,000

25,000,000

3,000,000

$26.7 bn

Illawarra

84km

73km

1,404

3,700,000

943,000

56,500

$704m

Hunter

161km

172km

4,303

4,700,000

2,200,000

115,000

$1.4bn

Blue Mountains

101km

125km

1,249

2,100,000

703,000

78,600

$527m

Central Coast

77km

88km

1,798

3,700,000

1,400,000

37,600

$861m
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Figure 2

Sydney and Surrounds Comparative Analysis Graph

5.5

The Economic Importance of Tourism The Illawarra Region

In 2013, DW commissioned IRIS to prepare a report entitled, “The Economic Importance of Tourism – The Illawarra
Region”. The report analysed the economic impact of tourism on all three local government areas: Wollongong,
Shellharbour and Kiama.
In the 12 months to June 2013 almost 1 million people stayed overnight in the Illawarra region, which represented 3.6% of
all overnight stays in NSW. While the visitor numbers demonstrates that the Tourism Industry across NSW has
undergone subdued growth, the Illawarra has performed well in the face of the GFC, patchy economic conditions and a
high Australian dollar. The day tripping market has become a growing and significant component of the region's tourism
industry over recent years. The number of daytrips to the Illawarra reached 3.7M in the 12 months to June 2013, an
impressive 27.2% increase since 2005/06 and 7.6 percentage points higher than the average growth achieved across
NSW.
The total Gross Regional product (GRP*) of the Illawarra’s economy is estimated at $15.5billion (IRIS Input/Output) of
which the Tourism sector contributes $830M or 5.4%. This ranks tourism as the sixth most significant industry in terms of
Gross Regional product, which is a ranking higher than education, professional and scientific services and retail. Tourism
as a sector is quite unique as it represents a major export market for the Illawarra by selling the product locally.
Figure 3

Gross Regional Product with Separate Tourism Sector-Illawarra

KEY

Taking into account the range of industry sectors that are estimated to service the demands of visitors, 7148 job or 7.9%
of employment can be identified to be tourism related. This suggests that in terms of jobs generated for the Illawarra,
Tourism is the fifth most important sector for employment. Importantly, the accommodation and food service sector
accounts for 60% of jobs attributed to tourism, with the retail sector contributing a further 13.4% with many of these jobs
being in the critical 15 – 2 year old age bracket.
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Figure 4

Employment by Industry with Separate Tourism Sector-Illawarra

5.7

Take Home Messages

> The visitor economy is worth $700 million per annum including 10,000 day visitors per day and 280,000 overnight
visitor nights per month on average.
> Tourism is already the 4th highest employing industry in Wollongong and much higher when indirect jobs are shown.
> Tourism is already a substantial industry, yet the development of products is quite poor.
> Comparatively Wollongong are the “poor cousin” in the Sydney surrounds competitive set. This is mainly due to lack of
leisure and events product.
> The NSW government has set a policy to double overnight visitor expenditure by 2020. The Illawarra has a strong role
to play as Sydney is constrained and Illawarra is accessible with great capacity.
> Investment in tourism requires genuine facilitation and dedicated planning.
> The foreshores and crown lands must be protected and expertly planned to achieve sensible yet commercial
outcomes.
> There are a number of barriers to entry and a number of recommended planning actions to achieve desired results.

The Department of Planning and Infrastructure’s discussion paper (rel. August 2013) statues that at least 24,250 jobs will
be needed over the next 20 years to increase local employment, respond to unemployment challenges and respond to
population growth.
IRIS proffered that if this is accepted, the Illawarra’s tourism will be required to contribute significantly to the job target
especially when you consider the challenges faced by other potential growth sectors. Tourism offers one of the most
obvious sectors of our economy to grow new jobs, consistent with our natural attributes and proximity to SydneyCanberra. More importantly, these jobs are largely private sector led and independent of government. Much planning
needs to be undertaken coupled with real investment in quality accommodation for tourism to capitalise on growth
opportunities attractions.

5.6

Transition Illawarra – Where will the jobs come from?

The Illawarra is a major economic region in NSW and Australia, contributing $15.5 billion to gross regional product and
providing employment for close to 100,000 individuals.
The region has experienced significant economic change over the past 20 years with employment in iron smelting and
steel manufacturing declining significantly and employment in the service areas of aged care accommodation, social
assistance, health, education and hospitality increasing.
As of 2011, Accommodation and food services provided 8.3% of total employment across the Illawarra, compared to
6.5% across Australia. Total employment in the sector reached 7620 in 2011, making it the fifth largest employer in the
region.
Between 2006 and 2011, Accommodation and food services grew by 1,020 jobs across the Illawarra making in the third
largest growth sector behind health care and education.

Belmore Basin (Source: Destination NSW)

IRIS has predicted that in order to meet 2031 employment targets, an additional 18,000 positions would to be created.
Nearly 3000 of these would need to come from accommodation and food services, a total of 10,365 positions, moving the
sector past manufacturing and making it the fourth largest employer in the region.
Source: Economic Report 2013- Prepared by IRIS Research Ltd.
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6

Government’s Role in Tourism

Tourism in Australia remains a key driver of economic growth and employment, as such Tourism Australia are investing
A$200M this year marketing Australia to the world through expanding partnerships with states and territories, industry and
international airlines.
Tourism Research Australia recently released a suite of new resources aimed at assisting tourism operators to engage
with Asia. The resources provide information about key Asian markets, distribution channels, cultural awareness, and
how to develop and action their Asia strategies.
Tourism in Wollongong operates within an administrative context and there are a variety of authorities whose activities
impact on tourism activity in the region.

6.1

Destination NSW

Destination NSW is a NSW Government statutory authority with responsibility for devising and implementing strategies to
grow the visitor economy, with particular focus on driving tourism and acquiring and developing major sporting and
cultural events for Sydney and regional New South Wales. Destination NSW provides strategic advice and leadership to
the tourism industry in order to support the development of tourism in the state. Destination NSW provides funding for the
tourism regions and promotes the NSW region nationally and internationally.
Destination NSW is responsible for devising and implementing strategies to grow the visitor economy, with particular
focus on driving tourism and acquiring and developing major sporting and cultural events for Sydney and regional NSW.
In addition, DNSW is the major investor in Business Events Sydney with the aim to secure more international
conventions, incentive travel reward programs, corporate events and exhibitions for Sydney and regional NSW.
Destination NSW makes a significant financial investment in regional NSW and has established the Visitor Economy
Regional Fund as the primary vehicle to support and fund regional destinations.

Destination NSW’s China Tourism Strategy will guide business development and consumer marketing activity between
2012-2020.
The strategy is directed towards ensuring that NSW keeps pace with the rapid expansion of geographic source markets
within China and the changing travel preferences of maturing consumer segments.
To capitalise on opportunities presented by China over the next decade Destination NSW has identified eight strategic
directions
1.

Extend marketing activity into more geographic source markets

2.

Support aviation and route development to keep pace with demand

3.

Target high performing consumer segments

4.

Improve the quality and range of visitor experiences

5.

Increase consumer promotion

6.

Develop trade distribution networks

7.

Expand commercial and government partnerships

8.

Increase resources to facilitate growth

6.3

Tourism Australia China Market Profile

In 2012, China was Australia’s second largest inbound market for visitor arrivals and the largest market for total
expenditure and visitor nights.
Visitor Profile in 2012
> 47% repeat visitors
> 68% of total arrivals are for leisure
> 45-59 years largest demographic

6.2

Destination NSW – China Tourism Strategy 2012 – 2020

> $7,036 average spend
> 47 nights average stay
> October- January and May- June is the peak booking period.
> December- February and July – August are the peak travel period.

By 2020 China will be NSW’s largest
international market in terms of
visitor arrivals, visitor nights and
expenditure; contribute more than
2.1 billion annually to the NSW
visitor economy and directly be
responsible for 13,900 jobs.

Chinese Tourists (Source: Destination NSW)
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6.4

Key Learning for Wollongong

As the market matures with 47% of returning visitors, travel agents are looking for new experiences outside of the
traditional Blue Mountains and Gold Coast package tours. This represents a major opportunity for the South Coast.
The peak travel period of July- August represents a traditional low period for overnight visitation to the region.

6.5

- The government also established the Property asset utilisation taskforce to undertake a stocktake of government
owned property assets that might be repurposed for private industry, including visitor economy initiatives.
4.

Framework guide to facilitate tourism investment

Table 12 summarises the good practices under the seven areas. A section of the Guide is dedicated to each of the areas
and the good practices are numbered correspondingly

NSW Government Visitor Economy Task Force Report

KEY POLICY: TO DOUBLE OVERNIGHT TOURISM EXPENDITURE BY 2020
The NSW Government established the Visitor Economy Taskforce to develop a strategy to double overnight visitor
expenditure to NSW by 2020. The Taskforce is one of six established to develop strategies to position key sectors of the
NSW economy for growth.

“The NSW Government’s comprehensive
review of the state’s planning system

The report recommended actions to be taken by the NSW Government in partnership with industry to achieve the
Government’s target of doubling overnight visitor expenditure to NSW by 2020.

includes land use for tourism related

One of the key actions to be implemented in NSW was destination management planning, which requires an integrated
approach to product and infrastructure development, positioning, promotion and marketing and will ensure effective
delivery of Government support at all levels. Destination Wollongong has addressed this action with the development of
the Wollongong Destination Management Plan.

developments. The review is designed to
help reduce red tape and delays in
assessment of development applications.

6.6

The process is expected to provide clarity

Visitor Economy Taskforce Report

In September, 2011 the NSW government announced its intention to develop industry action plans for six key sectors of
the economy with the release of NSW 2021: a plan to make NSW number one.

for investors and assist in encouraging
investment in accommodation in Sydney

Goal 1 in NSW 2021 was "to improve the performance of the NSW economy" which sets an ambitious target to double
overnight visitor expenditure to NSW by 2020.

and NSW”.

In response to the NSW 2021 document, the state government formed an industry led Visitor Economy Taskforce to
develop a strategy to achieve the ambitious targets.
hhh
Key findings addressed in this report included
1.

Make it easier to do business

2.

Improve Planning Process
- The Government has embarked on a comprehensive review of the States planning system. Strategic planning
under the new planning system will help provide a stronger policy framework to specifically support the tourism
industry.
- The review is designed to deliver reforms across a number of areas including the reduction of red tape and delays
in the assessment of development applications.

3.

Invest in critical infrastructure
- The NSW Government recognises the need to boost investor confidence and encourage investment in new and
improved visitor economy infrastructure including accommodation, attraction, access, transport and general
amenities.
- The NSW Governments comprehensive review of the states planning system includes land use for tourism related
developments. The review is designed to help reduce red tape and delays in assessment of development
applications. The process is expected to provide clarity for investors and assist in encouraging investment in
accommodation in Sydney and NSW.
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Table 12

Tourism Investment Facilitation: Good Practice Framework
Effective tourism investment:

Supporting good practice (Section 1)
1.1 Public interest principles, 1.2 Risk management
Partnerships
(Section 5)

Information
(Section 4)

Approval processes
(Section 6)

Infrastructure and land
provision (Section 7)

4.1 Provide
comprehensive
information online about
facilitation offered

5.1 Develop partnerships between
levels of government to share
expertise

6.1 Zone sites for tourism and
streamline approvals

7.1 Make the provision of
accommodation a condition
of major developments and
licences

4.2 Provide clear
documentation on
approval processes

5.2 Develop networks with the
investment community

6.2 Integrate tourism strategies
with local planning

7.2 Identify and make
available land and buildings
for tourism investment

4.3 Provide information
about tourism investment
opportunities

5.3 Form partnerships with local
communities

6.3 Create mechanisms within
government to facilitate decisions
on tourism investment

7.3 Ensure that government
leases of land/buildings for
tourism are long term and at
realistic cost

4.4 Provide market
research to support
investment proposals

5.4 Form partnerships with
Indigenous communities

6.4 Ensure timely decision
making on tourism proposals

7.4 Recognise that some
tourist facilities require
government investment

4.5 Package tourism
investment information for
foreign investors

5.5 Identify international investors
and develop relationships and work
with Austrade, Tourism Australia
and economic development
departments to develop investment
markets

6.5 Assign investment facilitation
specialist to facilitate major
projects

7.5 Recognise that transport
facilities are essential to
tourism and need
government investment

6.6 Ensure the appropriate level
of government has approving
authority

7.6 Assist with provision of
access to and utilities for
tourism developments

> Generates positive spill overs to other industries — tourism is defined by what tourists spend money on. Tourists
spend money on a range of goods and services that reside in other sectors of the economy (retail, hospitality,
transport, entertainment etc.). Short-term accommodation receives less than 30 per cent of visitor expenditure (TTF
2010).
> Stimulates visitor demand — tourism investment has the proven ability to bring about an increase in demand for
travel to a particular destination. The right types of tourism investment attract visitors who would not otherwise visit a
particular location or region. When a location enhances its tourist offerings with the right investment, it will attract more
visitors.
> Creates employment opportunities — tourism is labour intensive, consequently, tourism investment has the
potential to generate a relatively high number of jobs relative to the level of investment. On average, every 10
accommodation rooms directly generate 4.9 jobs. When jobs created indirectly are included, the total employment
effect on average is 18.2 jobs per 10 hotel rooms (Urbis 2010).
> Diversifies the regional economic base — tourism can broaden the economic base of regions that have traditionally
been reliant on a small number of employers or industries. This makes these regions more economically self-reliant
and less dependent on government support. It also softens the impact of industry decline or a particularly bad year.
> Directly contributes to community development — tourism investment can lead to the establishment of new
activities and events. Such events can attract many visitors and provide an opportunity to raise the liveability of a
region by bringing the community together and enhancing the social vibrancy of a city or town (NLTTS Steering
Committee 2009). Hosting cultural and artistic events can enrich communities and generate tourist expenditure.

Despite these benefits, tourism investments are at a disadvantage compared with other forms of investment.
Consequently, tourism investments need to be facilitated if they are to succeed and benefits to be realised.

Government leadership (Section 2)
2.1 Provide high level priority and government commitment to tourism investment
2.2 Adopt a whole-of-government approach to managing tourism projects

6.7

2.3 Ensure that tourism investment facilitation is in accordance with sound public interest principles

The setting aside of sites specifically for a tourism use (or a mixed-use that includes tourism) is known as preferential
zoning. This approach is used mainly where a jurisdiction has determined a specific need for a significant tourism
investment, which could be the result of a product gap audit. While this is a good practice, governments doing this may
need to be willing to accept a lower price for such a site, compared to what could be achieved through a sale without such
a condition. This approach is justified on the basis that net benefits (including social and environmental benefits) should
exceed income foregone. This is because investors will generally take the view that a site earmarked for tourism will
deliver a lower return on investment than could be achieved by other uses.

Capacity building (Section 3)
3.1 Build a wide understanding of the benefits of tourism investment
3.2 Embed tourism expertise within government
3.3 Ensure that government agencies have the capacity to assess tourism proposals
3.4 Assist the tourism sector to understand government requirements

Zone sites for tourism and streamline approvals

Taking a site through the investment process from zoning onwards will require ongoing resourcing and periodic
negotiation with the developer at key points. For instance, agreement will need to be negotiated in response to an
expression of interest issued by government for a specific tourist development. Governments adopting this practice
should streamline the process by clearing as many approval hurdles as possible, and presenting tourism development
opportunities as ‘investment ready’. This good practice covers a number of stages in the investment process. There are
several relevant examples of preferential zoning in the case studies in this Guide.

6.8

Make the provision of tourism infrastructure a condition of major developments

Increasingly, successful tourism development projects have a mix of uses. In some locations, such as central business
district areas, a mixed-use development represents the only viable strategy to increase the supply of tourism
infrastructure. Consequently, there is an opportunity to require developments to include tourism infrastructure
(accommodation and attractions). This approach can provide a win-win outcome for investors and governments that are
seeking to increase the supply of high quality tourism infrastructure.
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Without this intervention, a developer may choose not to offer tourism infrastructure and instead direct the value of an
investment to other areas, which are expected to deliver a higher return. Making accommodation or other tourism
infrastructure a condition of development approval is likely to still be commercially attractive to the developer, as the
project will also generate returns from other uses (residential apartments, retail, office space, casino, clubs etc.). This may
require a trade-off, such as the granting of a number of gaming machine licenses in return for an agreed level of hotel
accommodation.

6.11

While the accommodation component of a development might provide a lower return than other components,
accommodation draws people to the development. This in turn is attractive for investors in other elements of the
development — such as retailers — because they can be assured of pedestrian traffic from the adjoining hotel or
attraction. This good practice is likely to be most relevant at the site selection stage.

As part of its Tourism 2020 Strategy, The federal government identified six strategic areas of significance which needed
to be addressed in order to meet its long term goal of achieving $140b in overnight spend. Item three, directly relates to
the role that Government can play in encouraging and facilitating tourism investment.

The 27 Little Collins Street case study in Good Practice 6.2 provides a good example of this best practice. Major
waterfront developments, such as the Darwin and Cairns case studies described in this section, have also adopted this
approach.

Encourage investment and implement the regulatory reform agenda- Tourism investment in Australia is lagging. From
2000-01 to 2009-10 investment in tourism grew at only half the pace of investment in the rest of the Australian economy.
Tourism currently faces a disproportionate regulatory burden that impacts negatively on investment. Governments will
work with industry to reduce the barriers to investment so that industry can invest in the products and infrastructure
consumers are seeking.

6.9

Identify and make available land and buildings for tourism investment

Review holdings of government land and buildings to identify sites that could be appropriate for tourism investment.

Tourism Australia 2020 Strategy

Tourism 2020 represents an unprecedented level of cooperation between industry and the Australian and state and
territory governments to address the barriers to industry growth. It is a whole of government approach to improve the
industry’s productive capacity. It focuses on creating a policy framework that will support industry growth and provide
industry with the tools to compete more effectively in the global economy and to take advantage of the opportunities that
Asia presents.

The Tourism Australia 2020 Strategy has six strategic areas which build on the day-to-day work undertaken by industry
and across government in building the tourism brand, converting demand into visitation, developing tourism product, and
contributing towards a more globally competitive tourism industry. The six strategic areas are listed below.

Assess the merit of converting identified sites to tourism use based on the costs and benefits of this strategy compared
with unchanged use.
Government owned land and buildings can offer significant potential as tourism investment sites. Governments can be
proactive in reviewing existing land holdings and heritage sites to identify those that offer potential for projects featuring
tourism. Equally, governments should be willing to assess the merit of these proposals when prospective developers
bring them forward.
Around Australia, several former government buildings (old Treasury buildings and post offices etc.) have been converted
to hotels. Existing land holdings in prime tourism locations, such as those in CBDs or near major waterways, are likely to
be prime opportunities for tourism developments. Through preferential zoning (Good Practice 6.1) and by streamlining
approvals (as discussed in Section 6), governments can ensure that these sites provide high quality tourism
infrastructure, which responds to the supply shortages currently being experienced in many locations and market
segments.
Similarly, in regional locations, state and local governments can use this strategy as a basis for facilitating tourism
investment. Governments should be aware that extensive preparatory work and negotiation will be required to move from
the identification of a site through to a successful development. As explained in Good Practice 6.1 government will also
need to be willing to accept a lower price on the sale of land that has been zoned for a tourism development, in order to
gain greater net benefits (including social and environment benefits) for the government and the community.
Appropriate development of parks and heritage buildings can allow more people to experience these sites. It can also
generate revenue that can be reinvested in programs directed towards restoration and conservation. Government
leadership in this area can involve amending legislation to recognise tourism as a legitimate use of heritage buildings and
parks. This good practice is likely to be most relevant at the site selection stage.

6.10

Government leases of land/buildings

Nan Tien Temple (Source: Destination NSW)

In situations where land is expensive, such as central business district, adjacent areas and state parks, crown land can
be offered as an incentive to tourism investors. There are a number of variants of this model that can be used. Long term
leases — of up to 99 years — provide investors with certainty about the lease component of their operating cost and
demonstrate a commitment from government to ensuring that a site will be used for tourism over a very long time.
Additionally, because the return from a tourism related use is likely to be less than that for an alternative use,
governments need to set lease costs at a level that recognises this. This good practice is likely to be most relevant at the
financial feasibility and business plan stage.
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6.12

Tourism Australia 2020 Strategy, Six Strategic Areas
1

Grow demand from Asia - While marketing investment across a balanced portfolio of markets is required,
Australia has a unique opportunity to drive demand from Asia. Over the 2010-20 period, Asia is expected to
contribute more than half of the projected growth in international visitation with 42 per cent of that growth
expected to come from China. Most countries in Asia have growing economies with good consumer
confidence, burgeoning growth in the middle class (especially China, India and Indonesia), and Australia is a
near “western developed”, English speaking country, with strong destination appeal. Industry and government
needs to deepen consumer understanding, strengthen distribution, develop tailored marketing campaigns, and
appropriate product, as well as relevant policy frameworks.

2

Build competitive digital capability - Strong digital capability is essential in both marketing Australia and in
the distribution of product. Eighty percent of Australians are online and by 2020, 66% of the world is expected
be online. Developing strong and efficient digital marketing and transactional capabilities is essential to remain
competitive. Currently only a third of Australia’s tourism operators have online booking and payment facilities,
limiting their ability to service customers both domestically and overseas. Governments will continue to work
with industry to ensure more tourism enterprises are able to take advantage of online opportunities

3

Encourage investment and implement the regulatory reform agenda - Tourism investment in Australia is
lagging. From 2000-01 to 2009-10 investment in tourism grew at only half the pace of investment in the rest of
the Australian economy. Tourism currently faces a disproportionate regulatory burden that impacts negatively
on investment. Governments will work with industry to reduce the barriers to investment so that industry can
invest in the products and infrastructure consumers are seeking.

4

Ensure tourism transport environment supports growth - Tourism transport capacity and infrastructure
needs to allow increasing numbers of visitors to travel to, from and within Australia. Governments will work in
partnership with industry to ensure the supply of transport capacity and infrastructure continues to move
ahead of demand and facilitates, rather than hinders, tourism traffic.

5

Increase supply of labour, skills and Indigenous participation - The tourism industry has a labour
shortage of 36,000 and an employee vacancy rate over four times the national average that is preventing
parts of the industry from effectively servicing global customers. By 2015, an additional 56,000 people will be
needed to fill vacancies (including 26,000 skilled positions). Government will work with industry to support
industry recruitment, retention, labour mobility, education and training to fill these gaps, and explore ways to
increase the supply of skilled tourism labour and Indigenous participation.

6

Build industry resilience, productivity and quality - Industry productivity is low compared to the rest of the
Australian economy and to tourism firms in competitor countries. This is limiting Australian tourism operators’
ability to provide consumers with value for money experiences. Building on Australia’s competitive
advantages, governments will work with industry to increase industry productivity, innovation and quality.

Take Home Messages

Wollongong has an amazing tourist offering. It is naturally blessed with a unique landscape formed by the Illawarra
Escarpment and great beaches but its facilities are somewhat limited. Yet it receives comparatively fewer visitors than
the Hunter, Blue Mountains and Central Coast. Its real opportunity however is that there are five million people, two
global cities and Australia’s largest international airport within a three hour drive. If Wollongong want to capitalize on its
assets then it must start developing its tourism economy. It must make it easier to do business, it must improve the
planning process, it must invest in critical infrastructure and it must devise a framework to facilitate tourism investment.

Seacliff Bridge (Source: Destination NSW)

This DDP has been developed in line with these six strategies.
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7.2

7

Wollongong Destination Management Plan

7.1

Overview

Destination Wollongong has prepared a Destination Management Plan (DMP) in
accordance with the NSW Government’s Visitor Economy Action Plan (VEAP).
Regional destinations like Wollongong are required to play a role in the change of
mindset that drive the achievement of growth and visitor expenditure and address a
decline in visitation in regional areas identified in the Visitor Economy Task Force
Report.
As the lead organisation for destination management in Wollongong, Destination
Wollongong has sought to align activities, programs and existing strategies within
the new destination management planning framework. In doing so Destination
Wollongong had recognised the broad definition and inclusive nature of the visitor
economy and the benefits it can bring to Wollongong. It also recognises the role it
can play in contributing to the achievement of the doubling of visitor expenditure in
NSW by 2020.
The DMP has been prepared to serve the period 2013/14 and sets out the
organisations strategic focus to ensure it aligns with the objectives set out by the
NSW State Government Industry Action Plan and does its bit to contribute to
achieving $36.6 billion in overnight visitor expenditure per annum by 2020.
The Wollongong DMP also seeks to acknowledge and work in conjunction with the array of other plans that apply to the
City of Wollongong and the boarder South Coast region.

Destination Management Priorities

The DMP identifies the following seven destination management priorities for Wollongong in 2013/14.
Priority 1: Grow Asian inbound visitation to Wollongong – particularly China

Priority 2: Focus on marketing the Grand Pacific Drive in key markets

Priority 3: Expand scope of Visitor Information Services to increase length of stay across the South Coast.

Priority 4: Target growth in high yield business event markets

Priority 5: Drive visitation through a vibrant event program

Priority 6: Establish the foundations for a destination relaunch

Priority 7: Identify key infrastructure and investment required for destination enhancement.

The Destination Management plan is a living document. It is envisaged that the scope will broaden in future years as
stakeholders continue to be engaged in the process of destination management.
There is no doubt that this plan will play an important role in communicating Wollongong’s plans as a destination and the
practical approach to delivering benefits to the local community, the broader region and for NSW.

7.3

Future Considerations

Future destination management considerations that Destination Wollongong has identified include, but are not limited to:
> Development of adventure based products and packages
> Leveraging new retail infrastructure and CBD refurbishment
> Industry education
> Commercialisation of Grand Pacific Drive
> Signage audits
> Investment attraction strategy
> Environmental priorities
> Art, culture and heritage product development
> Innovative technology applications
> Review visitor information servicing needs and service provision.
This Destination Development Plan aims to identify how tourism in Wollongong can be further developed and also
identifies what is currently missing from the region that would appeal to tourists.

Wollongong Harbour (Source: Destination NSW)
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8.5

Scorecard

8

Wollongong Destination Development Plan

A scorecard has been developed for each precinct and is based on the following attributes:

8.1

Overview

Attribute

This Destination Development Plan (DDP) has been prepared to implement the recommendations identified in the DMP
and in a way provide direction and strategies for the future development of tourism in Wollongong. The DMP and DDP
are intended to work together with the DMP being inherently ‘inward focussed’ and the DDP being ‘outward looking’ or
aspirational.

8.2

Rating

Accommodation

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Access

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Amenities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Attractions/Activities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Employment Potential

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Setting

Much has been written about the region in terms of its setting, urban structure and transport connections and these have
been summarised in the following maps in Appendix A.

A simple Destination Development Readiness Rating has been assigned to each precinct. These ratings are based on
the following:

1.

Illawarra Tourist Precincts

A. Ready. Precinct has the current infrastructure and opportunities required to support further tourism development.

2.

Illawarra Settlement

3.

Illawarra Natural Features

B. Not quite ready. Precinct has some infrastructure required for tourism development and there are potential areas
of opportunity for this.

4.

Illawarra Tourist Infrastructure

8.3

Precincts

For the purposes of this DDP, the region has been broken up into 8 distinct tourism precincts. These are from north to
south:

C. Not Ready. Precinct requires substantial investment in tourism infrastructure before being able to support future
tourism development.

Destination Development
Readiness Rating

C

1.

Helensburgh and the Royal National Park

2.

Northern Villages

3.

Coastal Beaches

4.

Education Precinct

5.

Wollongong City, Wollongong Harbour and the Blue Mile

6.

Lake Illawarra

8.6

7.

Industry

Target Market: Families, adventure travellers, seniors, motorcyclists/driving enthusiasts, experience seekers.

8.

Rural Landscape

Attribute

Refer to Appendix B for Precinct Maps.

8.4

Key Themes

The following priorities identified in each key precinct will assist in improving infrastructure and stimulating investment in
the Wollongong region. Destination NSW should monitor the progress of the priorities and may assist in facilitation.

Precinct 1 - The Royal National Park

Rating

Accommodation

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Access

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Amenities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Attractions/Activities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Employment Potential

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

There are three key themes that Destination Wollongong is looking to develop their destination around:
1.

Commercialising existing tourism assets to take advantage of the VFR market out of Sydney and existing visitation

2.

Wollongong becoming the ‘Adventure Playground of Sydney’

3.

The importance of business events given our proximity to Sydney.
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8.6.1

Strengths and Unique Selling Points

Wollongong is the southern gateway to the Royal National Park. Established in 1879, the heritage listed Royal National
Park is the world's second-oldest national park. It features unique heritage attractions, along with fascinating plants, birds
and animals. Perfect for bushwalking, cycling, surfing, picnicking or whale watching, this diverse park offers everything
from beaches to rainforest and can be easily accessible from Wollongong.

8.6.3

Accommodation

Name

Type

Location

North Era Campground

Campground (self-sufficient)

Lilyvale (within the NP)

Otford Cottage

Bed and Breakfast

Otford

8.6.4

Attractions and Activities

The following is an indicative list of the attractions and activities on offer in the Helensburgh and The Royal National Park
precinct:
> The Royal National Park
> Bundeena and Maianbar Settlements
> Audley Weir and Historic Boatshed *
> Woronora National Park
> Water Catchment Area
> Numerous Walking trails
> Garawarra State Recreation Area
> Symbio Wildlife Park *
> Garie Beach
> Illawarra and Boomerang Golf Courses
> Sri Venkateswara Temple
> Bicycle ride through the rainforest along the historic trail off Lady Carrington Drive
> Ecotourism Resorts *
> Glenbernie Orchard: The “Apple Shack”, Darkes Forest
The Royal National Park (Source: NSW National Parks and Wildlife Services)

Symbio Wildlife Park is home to native Australian animals and an amazing collection of exotic wildlife from around the
world. Symbio Wildlife Park offers unique experiences including:

> Darkes Forest Riding Ranch
> Otford Riding School
> Otford Tunnels *

> Behind the scenes encounters

> Grand Pacific Drive

> Keeper for a day

> Just Cruisin’ Motorcycle Tours, Helensburgh

> Zoo parties and

> Governor Game Lookout and

> Junior Keeper camps.

> Helensburgh Golf Driving Range.
* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities

8.6.2

Access

Helensburgh and The Royal National Park are located approximately 35km north of Wollongong city centre. This area
can be accessed by vehicle via the M1 or via the B65 and Grand Pacific Drive/Lawrence Hargrave Drive. The precinct is
also accessible by train along the South Coast Line via Helensburgh and Otford train stations. Premier Illawarra operates
bus services in the precinct.

8.6.5

Amenities

> BBQ and picnic facilities at Wattamolla
> Directional signage along Grand Pacific Drive
> Accommodation;
> Food and Beverage
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8.6.6

Current Limitations and Weaknesses

8.6.9

> There are currently only 2 advertised accommodation options in the region. Due to the current planning and zoning
laws in place by Wollongong City Council,
> There is also a lack of amenities along the Grand Pacific Drive that can handle high levels of tourists.

8.6.7

Key Project 1

Key Project No.1
Royal National Park Eco Lodge

Opportunities

Opportunities identified in this precinct are:
1. Grand Pacific Way
Overview

Low impact tourist accommodation linked to a range of offerings with the
Royal National Park. Preferred locations Stanwell Park/Otford.

3. Hiking, mountain bikers, horse riding within the Royal National Park and the proposed Illawarra Escarpment Walk

Associated Uses

The range of offering already available within the Royal National Park

4. Combined Golf resort at Illawarra and Boomerang Golf Resorts

Capital Expenditure

$10m

5. Development of Eco lodges in the National Park

Annual Operating Expenditure

6. Otford Tunnels heritage and night time experiences

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

50

7. Development of a mountain bike track alongside the old Otford Rail line

Precedents

8. Provision for Bed and Breakfasts to accommodate tourists who wish to visit the Royal National Park and the
proposed Illawarra Escarpment Walk.

Victoria
http://www.ecolodges.com.au/

Competitors

Daintree
Blue Mountains

Estimated Visitation

20k visitors per annum

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§

Likely Economic Impact

$3m in economic impact per year

2. A gateway to the proposed Illawarra Escarpment Walk

8.6.8

Priorities for The Royal National Park

1. Market campaign promoting Wollongong as gateway to Royal National Park (2
2.

nd

oldest National Park in the world)

Investigate accommodation potential in Helensburgh.
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8.6.10

8.6.11

Key Project 2

Key Project 3

Key Project No.2
Combined Golf Resort at Maddans Plains

Key Project No.3
Indigenous Village

Overview

Combined redevelopment of both Boomerang and Illawarra Golf
Courses into international resort

Overview

Associated Uses

The range of offering already available within the Royal National Park

Create an indigenous village celebrating the history of the region. The
village would include a museum and gift shop, performance space and
guided tours through the area.

Capital Expenditure

$5m for golf course and club house infrastructure

Associated Uses

The indigenous village would work collaboratively with the Heritage mine to
encourage educational tourism opportunities. It would also be of interest to
the international markets, particularly the Chinese.

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

50

Capital Expenditure

$500k

Precedents

§
§

Competitors

Hunter Valley
Blue Mountains

Estimated Visitation

36,500 pax per annum

Target market

§
§

Annual Operating Expenditure

Likely Economic Impact

Prepared for Destination Wollongong

Hunter Valley - www.theheritage.com
Port Stephens - www.magentagolf.com.au

International Visitors
Asian tourists

Annual Operating Expenditure
Direct Jobs created (EFT)

10

Precedents

§

Competitors

As Above

Estimated Visitation

35,000 pax per year.

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Likely Economic Impact

Annual economic impact of $350,000 for door receipts. Additional retailing
and hospitality offerings could be integrated into the final business model.
A joint visitation model would be identified between the mining, indigenous
and bird sanctuary product to cater for the international and educational
groups.

$4.4m in economic value per annum

October 2014

Blue Mountains - www.bluemountainswalkabout.com/frames.htm

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Cultural and heritage tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students
Domestic Students
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8.7

Precinct 2 - Northern Villages

Target Market: Families, adventure travellers, seniors, leisure travellers, motorcyclists/driving enthusiasts,
experience seekers
Attribute

Rating

Accommodation

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Access

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Amenities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Attractions/Activities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Employment Potential

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Destination Development
Readiness Rating

C
8.7.1

Strengths and Unique Selling Points

Illawarra Escarpment is a very unique landscape in the Wollongong region. The formation of the Illawarra Escarpment
dates back some 200 million years, when rocks were laid down in what is now known as the Sydney Basin. During the
Tertiary Period, 2–60 million years ago, the Kosciuszko Uplift caused these rocks to warp upwards. The continuous
processes of weathering and erosion formed the sheer cliffs of the massive Hawkesbury sandstone escarpment and the
outliers of Mount Kembla and Mount Keira, which jut out seawards of the escarpment cliff line.
A number of regionally significant plant species occur within this area including the nationally endangered rainforest vine
Cynachum elegans Eucalypt forests dominate the drier ridges with common eucalypt species such as blackbutt and
Sydney blue gum.

Seacliff Bridge (Source: Destination NSW)

8.7.3

Accommodation

Name

Type

Location

The Grand Pacific Drive and Seacliff Bridge run directly through the Northern Villages.

Tumbling Waters Retreat

Luxury, boutique

Stanwell Tops

Sea Cliff Bridge provides road, pedestrian and cycleway access its entire length (665 metres) and spectacular views. Like
the Bridge, Grand Pacific Drive never loses sight of the sea. It hugs the coast between the high battlements of the
Illawarra Escarpment, looming like the great wall of a lost world, and the vastness of the Tasman Sea, an ocean view so
wide you can see the curve of the Earth.

Tudor Lodge B&B

Bed and Breakfast

Stanwell Park

The Tops Conference Centre

Conference Centre / Group
Accommodation

Stanwell Tops

Wagon Wheel Country Retreat

Farm retreat

Stanwell Tops

Grand Pacific Drive is a great vantage point to the Pacific Ocean and whales have been known to be spotted during
migrating season (May-November).

Stanwell Park Accommodation Beach Cottage

Holiday house

Stanwell Park

Stanwell Park Beach Cottage

Holiday house

Stanwell Park

Bushwalking is possible on several tracks, most notably the Wodi Wodi Track that climbs Mount Mitchell, and a track to
Stanwell Tops Lookout.

Fernleigh Cottage

Holiday house

Stanwell Park

Seacliffs

Holiday house

Scarborough

Grand Beach Pacific Highway

Holiday house

Wombarra

Austinmer Sur Lar Mar

B&B

Austinmer

Austi-Grove Bed and Breakfast

B&B

Austinmer

Austinmer Beach House

B&B

Austinmer

Austinmer Coach House

B&B

Austinmer

Glastonbury Bed and Breakfast

B&B

Austinmer

Sharkey Beach Bed and Breakfast

B&B

Coledale

Stanwell Park is famous for paragliding and hang gliding activities from Bald Hill down to its beach, which lies nested
between high sea cliffs. Rock climbing can be done at Stanwell Tops which offers a view over the village. Another unique
feature is the beach with its two lagoons.
Train stations close by to the area include Stanwell Park, Coalcliff, Austinmer or Wollongong.
8.7.2

Access

The start of the Northern Villages area at Wombarra is approximately 20km north of Wollongong City Centre, and can be
accessed by vehicle via Drive B65 and Grand Pacific Drive/Lawrence Hargrave Drive.
The precinct is also accessible by train along the South Coast Line via Austinmer, Coledale, Wombarra, Scarborough,
Coalcliff and Stanwell Park train stations.
Premier Illawarra operates bus services in the precinct.
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8.7.4

Attractions and Activities

The following is an indicative list of the attractions and activities on offer in the Northern Villages precinct:
> Stanwell Tops Lookout *
> Hang gliding and Paragliding
> Bald Hill Lookout *

8.7.8

Key Project 4

Key Project No.4
Museum of Flight / Bald Hill Conference
Restaurant Facility

> Grand Pacific Drive
> Sea Cliff Bridge
> Beach camping at Coledale

Overview

A museum be created at Bald Hill to celebrate the achievements of
Lawrence Hargrave as an aero nautical pioneer, The museum would
include café/ restaurant, public amenities and digital visitor information
services. The café/ restaurant would also provide a booking service for
the commercial products which operate from the look out.

> Fishing spots
> Bulli Colliery
> Harley Davidson or Ferrari joyride along Sea Cliff Bridge and Grand Pacific Drive and

Associated Uses

The car park would be rebuilt to allow better access for coaches.

> Boutique shopping in Austinmer and Thirroul

Capital Expenditure

$5m in CAPEX to establish the facility.

> Thirroul/Austinmer seaside markets.

Annual Operating Expenditure

The operations would be managed by private operators.

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

10

Precedents

Numerous Aviation Museums

Competitors

N/A

Estimated Visitation

2m pax per annum

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities

8.7.5

Amenities

> Picnic shelters and BBQ areas
> Toilets
> Car parking areas
> Cafes
> Accommodation
> Food and Beverage and
> Directional signage.

8.7.6

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Cultural and heritage tourism
Food Tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

Likely Economic Impact

Current Limitations and Weaknesses

There is a real lack of amenities along the Grand Pacific Drive that can handle high levels of tourists. There are no
drawcard commercial tourist facilities that tourism promoters would support.
The area is not being used to its full potential and could offer tourists a much broader experience.
Cafes and other amenities should be provided in order to attract tourists to stay for a longer time.

8.7.7

Potential Opportunities

Potential opportunities identified in this precinct are:
> Museum of Flight/ Bald Hill Conference and Restaurant Facility *
> Illawarra Escarpment walk
> Bungee jumping
> Hiking, mountain bikers, horse riding.
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8.7.9

Key Project 5

8.7.10

Key Project No.5
Grand Pacific Way

Overview

Associated Uses

Capital Expenditure

Key Project 6

Key Project No.6
Illawarra Escarpment Walk

Grand Pacific Way is a shared walking and cycling tracks which travels
along the Grand Pacific Drive from Otford to Windang. Whilst the walk has
little commercial advantage in itself, it is envisaged that crown and council
lands along the walk would be identified as potential tourism assets and
commercial development will be encouraged.
The Grand Pacific Way is a logical extension of the successful Grand
Pacific Drive product which has established brand equity both
domestically and internationally. IA shared walking and cycling track also
fosters the healthy cities outlook of Wollongong City Council.
$7m

Annual Operating Expenditure

Overview

The Illawarra Escarpment walk is a shared walking path along the
escarpment which joins the Wollongong, Shellharbour and Kiama LGA’s.

Associated Uses

It is envisaged that whilst the walk in itself not provide commercial
advantage, commercial products and opportunities will be identified along
the walk to ensure economic advantage

Capital Expenditure

$1m

Annual Operating Expenditure

In order to effectively maintain the tracks, a levy will be charged on
commercial businesses along the track.

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

10

Precedents

§
§
§

Direct Jobs created (EFT)
Precedents

§

Great Ocean Road - www.visitvictoria.com/greatoceanwalk

Blue Mountains - www.bluemts.com.au/info/thingstodo/bushwalks/
Milford Track - www.milfordtrack.net
Six Foot Track - www.sixfoot.com

Competitors

Competitors
Estimated Visitation

70,000 pax per annum

Estimated Visitation

50,000 pax per annum

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Likely Economic Impact

$6m per year in economic value

Likely Economic Impact

$4.5m per year in economic value
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8.7.11

Key Project 7
8.8

Precinct 3 - Coastal Beaches

Target Market: Families, leisure travellers, motorcyclists/driving enthusiasts

Key Project No.7
Sky Bridge – Mt Ousley Crossing

Overview

Attribute

The Sky Bridge would be an impressive walkway across Mt Ousley Road
to the walking track on Brokers Road. This is an important link in the
Escarpment Walking Trail and Mountain Bike Trails and will benefit RMS
as it links both sides of the road in a safe manner.

Rating

Accommodation

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Access

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Amenities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Attractions/Activities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Employment Potential

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Destination Development
Readiness Rating

The Sky Bridge will also be a highly visible structure as people enter the
city and has the potential to earn revenue through advertisements.
The bridge could also be created out of BlueScope Steel to cement our
ties with supporting our local industries and something that is locally
made.

C

It is envisaged that whilst the bridge itself will not provide commercial
advantage, commercial products and opportunities will be identified along
the walk to ensure economic advantage

8.8.1

Capital Expenditure

$2.3m

Annual Operating Expenditure

N/A

Sublime Point lookout provides the best vantage point in the Illawarra, and delivers 180-degree views of Wollongong and
its surrounds, capturing the beauty of the rainforest and the dazzle of the ocean.

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

10

Precedents

§
§

Competitors

N/A

Estimated Visitation

50,000 pax per annum

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Likely Economic Impact

$4.5m per year in economic value

Associated Uses

Walkway Over the Hudson – www.walkway.org
Langkawi Sky Bridge www.panoramalangkawi.com/experience/skybridge

Strengths and Unique Selling Points

Picturesque beaches, quiet coastal lifestyle and the Grand Pacific Drive.

The Sublime Point walking track is 850 metres with the difficulty level considered to be hard and best suited to fit walkers.
The track branches of Gibson's track and then ascends sharply to the lookout. A series of steel ladders assist walkers up
the jagged cliff lines to the top of the climb. We suggest allowing 45-minutes to complete the track.

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Cultural and heritage tourism
Food Tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

Thirroul Beach (Source: Destination NSW)
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8.8.2

8.8.6

Access

The Coastal Beaches is approximately 4 km north of Wollongong City Centre, and can be accessed by vehicle via the
Princes Highway, or Grand Pacific Drive.

Current Limitations and Weaknesses

Lack of amenities

The precinct is also accessible by train along the South Coast Line via Fairy Meadow, Corrimal, Bellambi, Woonona, Bulli
and Thirroul train stations.

8.8.7

Premier Illawarra operates bus services in the precinct.

Potential opportunities identified in this precinct are:

Potential Opportunities

> Corrimal Beach Tourist Park / Surf Camp
8.8.3

> Corrimal Beach Tourist Park / Surf Camp *

Accommodation

> Bulli Tourist Park / Surf Camp *
Name

Type

Location

Windmill Motel

Motel

Woonona

Woonona Hills Retreat Cottage

Holiday House

Woonona

Wollongong Surf Leisure Resort

Holiday Park

Fairy Meadow

> Grand Pacific Way

Towradgi Beach Hotel

Hotel

Towradgi

> Development of AFL grounds.

Lyndon Haven

B&B

Corrimal

Pass & Pause Bed and Breakfast

B&B

Thirroul

Ryans Hotel

Motel

Thirroul

Seebreeze Thirroul

Holiday House

Thirroul

8.8.4

> Beachside accommodation
> Fairy Meadow Surf Club *

8.8.8
1.

Priorities for the Coastal Beaches
Develop surf camps in the area.

Attractions and Activities

The following is an indicative list of the attractions and activities on offer in the Coastal Beaches precinct:
> Bulli Pass
> Sublime Point Lookout *
> Fairy Meadow Beach Park *
> The Hanging Space Art Gallery
> Mobile Bike Rental
> Bellambi Lagoon Nature Park;
> Russell Vale Golf Club
> Bulli Historical Art Gallery
> Surf or swim at Thirroul, Sandon Point, Bulli or Bellambi Beaches.
* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities

8.8.5

Amenities

> Picnic shelters and BBQ areas
> Toilets
> Car parking areas
> Accommodation;
> Food and Beverage

Prepared for Destination Wollongong
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8.8.9

Key Project 8
Destination Development
Readiness Rating

Key Project No.8
Surf Camp

A
8.9.1

Overview

A surf camp to be created as part of a Wollongong City Council Tourist
park on the northern beaches.

Associated Uses

The Surf camp would be integrated into an existing tourist park facility, to
increase visitation and also provide another commercial offering for the
facility.

Capital Expenditure

$10k

Strengths and Unique Selling Points

Mt Keira is a major local landmark of Wollongong, towering 463.9 metres high casting its protective shadow over the city.
The natural beauty of Mount Keira gives an unspoiled backdrop to the City of Wollongong. The neighbouring Mt Kembla
is a subtropical belt of rainforest that is home to a variety of game life resulting in an abundant food supply. The lookout
offers amazing views of Lake Illawarra and the coastal plain. For hikers, it is a 30 minute walk uphill from Mt Kembla
village and is the starting point for the Ring and Summit tracks.
The Innovation Campus (iC) is a world-class, award-winning research and commercial precinct developed by the
University of Wollongong (UOW) – one of Australia’s leading research and teaching universities.

Annual Operating Expenditure
Direct Jobs created (EFT)

10

Precedents

§
§

Competitors

The Gerroa camp is strong, however, the travel is a little too far for a lot of
pax. Ideally, we would have an overnight product but proximity to Sydney
would also allow for this product to compete with the Sydney products.

Estimated Visitation

20 pax per day, 7,500 pax per year.

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§

Likely Economic Impact

$1,125m in economic benefit per year.

8.9

Gerroa – www.surfcamp.com.au
Byron Bay - www.mojosurf.com

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Nature Tourism
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

Precinct 4 – Mt Keira - Education Precinct

Target Market: Education, families, seniors, business travellers
Attribute

Rating

Accommodation

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Access

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Amenities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Attractions/Activities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Employment Potential

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Prepared for Destination Wollongong
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Type

Location

Downtown Motel

Motel

Wollongong

Sovereign Hill Motel

Motel

Wollongong

Flinders Motel

Motel

Wollongong

City Beach Motel

Motel

Wollongong

North Wollongong Beachside Apartments

Holiday House

Wollongong

Wollongong City Penthouse

Holiday House

Wollongong

Rooms on Crown

Holiday House

Wollongong

Oceanside

Holiday House

Wollongong

Garden Gateway

Holiday House

Wollongong

Heidi’s Beach House

Holiday House

Wollongong

YHA Wollongong

Youth Hostel

Wollongong

Scout Camp*

Scout Camp

Mt Keira

*Mt Keira Scout Camp is managed by Scouts Australia and is part of the South Coast & Tablelands Region. Its primary
functions are a Scout camp and a training centre for Scout Leaders. The camp is also used for bird watching, school
groups, youth groups, conferences, weddings and photography.

Innovation Campus (Source: Innovation Campus)

8.9.2

Name

Access

The University of Wollongong is approximately 7 km north-west of Wollongong City Centre and can be accessed by
vehicle via the Princes Highway.

8.9.4

Attractions and Activities

Innovation Campus is approximately 3 km north of Wollongong City Centre and can be accessed by vehicle via Grand
Pacific Drive.

The following is an indicative list of the attractions and activities on offer in the Education precinct:

The precinct is also accessible by train along the South Coast Line via North Wollongong and Fairy Meadow train
stations.

> Mt Keira

> Macquarie Pass National Park

> Mt Keira Ring Track *

Premier Illawarra operates bus services in the precinct.

> Wollongong Sciences Centre & Planetarium *
> University of Wollongong *
8.9.3

Accommodation

> Innovation Campus *

Name

Type

Location

Quality Suites Pioneer Sands

Hotel

Wollongong

Adina Apartment

Hotel/Apartment

Wollongong

Chifley Wollongong

Hotel

Wollongong

Novotel Wollongong Northbeach

Hotel

Wollongong

Marketview

Hotel

Wollongong

8.9.5

Best Western

Hotel

Wollongong

> Car parking areas

Wollongong Serviced Apartments

Apartment

Wollongong

> Accommodation;

Keiraview Accommodation

Hotel

Wollongong

> Food and Beverage

Best Western City Sands – Wollongong
Golf Club

Hotel

Wollongong

> Wheelchair facilities

Belmore All-suite Hotel

Hotel

Wollongong

Harp Deluxe Hotel

Motel

Wollongong

Beach Park Motor Inn

Motel

Wollongong

> Cycling tracks

Quest Wollongong

Hotel

Wollongong

> Toilets

Boat Harbour Motel

Motel

Wollongong

Prepared for Destination Wollongong

> Wollongong Botanic Gardens
* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities

Amenities

> Lookouts
> Picnic and BBQ area
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8.9.6

Current Limitations and Weaknesses

> The area is not being used to its full potential and could offer tourists a much broader experience.
> Cafes and other amenities should be provided in order to attract tourists to stay for a longer time.

8.9.7

Key Project No.9
Mount Keira Adventure Playground

Potential Opportunities

Potential opportunities identified in this precinct are:
> Mount Keira Adventure Playground
travellers visiting the precinct.

> Illawarra Escarpment walk

The three main adventure attractions (Zip Line, Luge, Bungee) would
ideally be operated by the same operator to consolidate operating costs.

> Bungee jumping
> Hiking, mountain bikers, horse riding.
> Light rail linking the university campuses

8.9.8
1.

Capital Expenditure

$100m (in aggregate)

Annual Operating Expenditure

$5m (in aggregate)

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

1508 direct jobs
Seasonal and largely unskilled
Likely 15 – 24yo

Precedents

§
§
§
§
§

Scenic Railway, Blue Mountains - www.scenicworld.com.au
Skyway Rainforest Cableway, Cairns – www.skyrail.com.au
Skyline, Queenstown - www.skyline.co.nz/queenstown/gondola/
Summit Restaurant and Bar, Brisbane - www.brisbanelookout.com/
Queenstown - www.queenstowntrail.co.nz

§

Mt Bulla, Victoria www.mtbuller.com.au/Summer and
www.newzealand.com/travel/media/features/naturesustainabletourism/nature_experience-new-zealand-bird-sanctuaries_feature.cfm
London - www.deepdalefarm.co.uk/environment/index.html
Habitat HQ, St Kilda - www.habitathq.com.au/
AJ Hackett, Cairns - www.ajhackett.com/cairns
Hollybank Tree Tops Adventure - www.treetopsadventure.com.au/

Priorities for Wollongong City, Innovation Campus and University of Wollongong
Mount Keira Adventure Playground

8.9.9

Key Project 9

Key Project No.9
Mount Keira Adventure Playground

§
§
§
§
Competitors

Overview

A multi-faceted adventure-based tourist facility located at Mount Keira and
surrounding area

Associated Uses

A Gondola linking the summit of Mt Keira with the Kemira Colliery Tourist
Mine and lower parking and accommodation. The facility would include a
high quality summit restaurant/café/conference facility, lookout, on-site
accommodation, bird aviary, climbing/abseiling, bushwalking, luge and
mountain biking. A heritage mine on the former Kemira Mine site would
celebrate the mining history of the region.
A world class Mountain Bike precinct capable of staging international
events. The mountain bike park would become home to the regions
Mountain bike enthusiasts who are currently travelling to Canberra and
the Snowy Mountains each week.
A native bird sanctuary could allow tourists to watch birds in their natural
environment
The eco lodge would be targeted at Short Breaks out of Sydney, not
International inbound or Education groups. The target market would be
high end eco-tourism travellers out of Sydney, or
high end FIT international visitors.

providing a new alternative for tour operators to the traditional Blue
Mountains tour, and
Proximity to Sydney and Canberra.
The Mt Keira Summit venue would be positioned as the premier
Restaurant and Function centre of Wollongong. High class food and
beverage service would be complimented by unparalleled views of the
region from the look out.
Estimated Visitation

Visitation has been based on 500 visitors per day on the Gondola, made
up of 40% locals, 40% domestic, 20% international visitors.
This would amount to 182,000 visitors per year. Note, this number does
not take into account functions or major events held in the precinct.
The summit could generate half of all Gondola customer’s bringing
visitation of 250 pax per day, 90,000 pax per annum
Visitation for the Mountain Bike events would be hard to gauge outside of
major events. For major events we would have over 200 competitors each
weekend, and associated family and friends.

In conjunction with the Scout Camp, there are a range of budget ecotourism accommodation options in the Mt Keira precinct, using existing
infrastructure. Budget accommodation offering 100 beds would be
upgraded as part of the existing Scout Camp offering. This
accommodation would be utilised by school groups and young adventure

Prepared for Destination Wollongong

Nearest competitor is the Scenic Railway in the Blue Mountains. Thredbo
and Mt Stromlo would be the Mountain Bike competitors.
Three main competitive advantages
the range of commercial products which are available in the precinct

The heritage mine could generate annual economic impact of $750,000
for door receipts. Additional retailing and hospitality offerings could be
integrated into the final business model.
A joint visitation model would be identified between the mining, indigenous
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8.10.1

Key Project No.9
Mount Keira Adventure Playground

Strengths and Unique Selling Points

The Blue Mile Master Plan, developed in consultation with local residents, proposes a range of foreshore improvements
to the stretch of harbour between Stuart Park and the Wollongong Golf Club. The foreshore will be a significant
destination where locals and tourists celebrate the beautiful natural environment and the heritage port. Pedestrian
promenades, cycleways, foreshore parks, outdoor cafes and entertainment facilities will be developed to increase
foreshore use and visitation.
Wollongong Harbour is the only point on Australia’s east coast to have 2 lighthouses. Wollongong Harbour's Breakwater
lighthouse has been inactive since 1974 (a decorative light is displayed on special occasions). The Flagstaff Hill
lighthouse is active and is located at Flagstaff Hill at Wollongong Harbour.

and bird sanctuary product to cater for the international and educational
groups.
It would be envisaged, to maximise operating profitability, that the Zipline,
Luge and Bungee Jumping facilities were managed centrally.
Tree Top adventure parks provide different levels of activity for the whole
family. Tree Top adventure parks work harmoniously with the National
parks service to ensure conservation is paramount.
Target market

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Cultural and heritage tourism
Food Tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

Likely Economic Impact

Remplan estimates that based on the forecast visitation, $229,000 per
day would be directly injected in the Illawarra economy as a result of the
creation of the Gondola concept., which extrapalates to $85m per year in
economic value
This number wqill increase with the additiion of other adventure tourism
businesses to create a tourism precinct.

8.10

Since the opening of the Nan Tien temple in October 1995, it has become a new venue for local and international tourists
and also acts as an important cultural centre bridging different cultures. This has been a major drawcard for international
visitors to Wollongong.

Precinct 5 - Wollongong City, Wollongong Harbour and the Blue Mile

Target Market: Experience seekers, families, seniors
Attribute

Rating

Accommodation

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Access

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Amenities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Attractions/Activities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Employment Potential

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Destination Development
Readiness Rating

Wollongong Harbour (Source: Warren Kellan)

8.10.2

Access

Wollongong City Centre, Wollongong Harbour and the Blue Mile are located approximately 85 km south of Sydney CBD
and can be accessed by vehicle via A1 and M1. The precinct is also accessible by train along the South Coast Line via
North Wollongong and Wollongong train stations. Premier Illawarra operates bus services in the precinct.

A
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8.10.3

8.10.5

Accommodation

Amenities

> Wollongong Hospital services the area and is the largest of Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Health District’s nine hospitals,
treating more than 47,000 patients annually. It is also the Illawarra and Shoalhaven's major referral and teaching
hospital

Name

Type

Location

Quality Suites Pioneer Sands

Hotel

Wollongong

Adina Apartment

Hotel/Apartment

Wollongong

Chifley Wollongong

Hotel

Wollongong

Novotel Wollongong Northbeach

Hotel

Wollongong

Marketview

Hotel

Wollongong

Best Western

Hotel

Wollongong

> Accommodation

Wollongong Serviced Apartments

Apartment

Wollongong

> Food and Beverage

Keiraview Accommodation

Hotel

Wollongong

> Children’s playgrounds

Best Western City Sands – Wollongong Golf Club

Hotel

Wollongong

Belmore All-suite Hotel

Hotel

Wollongong

Harp Deluxe Hotel

Motel

Wollongong

Beach Park Motor Inn

Motel

Wollongong

Quest Wollongong

Hotel

Wollongong

Boat Harbour Motel

Motel

Wollongong

Downtown Motel

Motel

Wollongong

Sovereign Hill Motel

Motel

Wollongong

8.10.7

Flinders Motel

Motel

Wollongong

Potential opportunities identified in this precinct are:

City Beach Motel

Motel

Wollongong

> Wollongong Convention Centre *

North Wollongong Beachside Apartments

Holiday House

Wollongong

> Rawson’s Street Hotel Development *

Wollongong City Penthouse

Holiday House

Wollongong

> Piccadilly Shopping Centre redevelopment and transport hub *

Rooms on Crown

Holiday House

Wollongong

> Public Housing Site- Cliff Road *

Oceanside

Holiday House

Wollongong

Garden Gateway

Holiday House

Wollongong

Heidi’s Beach House

Holiday House

Wollongong

YHA Wollongong

Youth Hostel

Wollongong

> Car parking
> Picnic shelters and BBQ areas
> Toilets

8.10.6

Current Limitations and Weaknesses

> The absence of a convention centre in Wollongong is limiting the number of business tourism that the region could
potentially attract.
> Tourists have been known to complain about the drug culture in the city centre region which makes them feel unsafe.

Potential Opportunities

> Continental baths redevelopment- Icebergs *
> Maritime Facility *
> Ferry terminal *
> North Wollongong Surf Club *
> Skate park – Stuart Park

8.10.4

Attractions and Activities

The following is an indicative list of the attractions and activities on offer in the Wollongong City, Wollongong Harbour and
Blue Mile precinct:
> Wollongong Harbour *
> Feel the adrenaline pumping by jumping out of a plane at 14,000ft with Skydive the Beach.
> Wollongong Heritage Trail
> Wellness Centre Wollongong
> Sample local beers at The Illawarra Brewery.

> Flagstaff Hill commercialisation
> Lang Park foreshore *
> Cliff face on Cliff road commercialisation
> Wollongong Harbour re development
> Wollongong Harbour Marina
> Multi-storey carpark
* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities

> Take in the view of Wollongong from Flagstaff Hill *
Maritime Facility and Ferry Terminal Brochure and Ferry Route Map

> Flagstaff Hill Fort *
> Wollongong Botanic Gardens *
* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities
Prepared for Destination Wollongong
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8.10.8

Priorities for Wollongong City, Wollongong Harbour and Blue Mile

1.

Development of the Illawarra Escarpment Walk

2.

Development of the Mount Keira Adventure Playground.

3.

Redevelopment of WIN/WEC into Convention Centre

4.

Continued development of the Blue Mile area as per the Blue Mile Master Plan.

5.

Wollongong harbour – commercial development

6.

Wollongong harbour – boat harbour

7.

Wollongong harbour – commercial development at slipway

8.

Wollongong harbour – Ferry Terminal

9.

Redevelopment of Continental Pool – similar to Bondi Icebergs

10.

8.10.9

Key Project 10

Key Project No.10
Belmore Basin Maritime Facility

Overview

North Wollongong Surf Club redevelopment (incl. restaurant, cafe,
conference facility, tourist shops, public amenities)

It is envisaged that a Maritime Facility would be created in Belmore Basin,
incorporating a Ferry Terminal and also commercial activation including a
Restaurant and Rooftop Bar, Tourist Information Centre, a Ticket Booth
and a dedicated area for the promotion of local art (maritime and heritage
art)

Associated Uses

Public Amenities, Commercial Office Space

11.

Multi-storey car park at North Wollongong

Capital Expenditure

$4m in CAPEX costs to establish the Maritime facility.

12.

Additional Restaurants and

Annual Operating Expenditure

$250k per year in operating costs.

13.

Additional international Hotel on Cliff Road

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

20

14.

Wollongong Station redevelopment

Precedents

§

15.

Rawson Street – conference facility and public viewing area

Competitors

N/A

Estimated Visitation

25,000 tourist per annum

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Circular Quay - www.sydney.com.au/quay.htm

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Cultural and heritage tourism
Food Tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

Likely Economic Impact
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8.10.10 Key Project 11

8.10.11 Key Project 12

Key Project No.11
Belmore Basin Coastal Ferry

Key Project No.12
Wollongong Convention Centre

Overview

The Coastal Ferry would be a new transport source joining Wollongong,
Shellharbour and Kiama harbours. It could also be extended to include
Headlands Hotel, Port Kembla Harbour and Shell Cove Marina, as a
Watson’s Bay style addendum on weekends.

Overview

The proposed Wollongong Convention Centre is a significant strategic
project that has the potential to make a substantial contribution to the City
of Wollongong, Illawarra region and the state of NSW.

Associated Uses

The creation of a dedicated Convention centre in the CBD would also
encourage investment in associated tourism infrastructure such as hotels
and food and beverage facilities.
$30-80m

Associated Uses

A variety of harbour uses

Capital Expenditure

$4m in CAPEX costs to establish the Maritime facility.

Capital Expenditure

Annual Operating Expenditure

$250k per year in operating costs.

Annual Operating Expenditure

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

20

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

240-280 jobs

Precedents

Sydney Ferries, including the Watson’s Bay tourist option www.sydneyferries.nsw.gov.au

Precedents

§
§

Competitors

N/A

Competitors

Estimated Visitation

25,000 tourist per annum

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

With the Sydney Convention Centre due to close for three years in
December 2013, there is a major opportunity for an alternative convention
facility to be developed to cater for the loss of this facility. Given the
proximity to Sydney, Wollongong is an obvious alternative to ensure
business events are not lost to other states.

Estimated Visitation

40,000 pax per year

Target market

§

Likely Economic Impact

$318m over the next forty years

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Cultural and heritage tourism
Food Tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

Gold Coast Convention Centre - www.gccec.com.au
Townsville Convention Centre - www.tecc.net.au

Business Events

Likely Economic Impact
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8.10.12 Key Project 13

8.10.13 Key Project 14

Key Project No.13
Piccadilly Transport Hub

Key Project No.14
Bungee Jumping at Sublime Point

Overview
Overview

The existing Piccadilly facility become an integrated transport hub,
utilising the rail infrastructure, and incorporating a new bus station facility
in the State Rail car park and also Taxi hub.

A new adventure tourism product for Wollongong. The majority of the infrastructure necessary to develop
this facility is already existing.

Associated Uses

The Piccadilly facility would see commercial retail activation on ground
floor, and budget accommodation and food and beverage offerings on the
higher levels.

Capital Expenditure

<$2m

Annual Operating
Expenditure

$500,000

$30m

Direct Jobs created
(EFT)

14 during construction, 29 permanent staff during operation.

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

100

Precedents

Precedents

§
§

§
§

Competitors

N/A

Estimated Visitation

N/A (the closest bungee jumping attraction is Cairns and Gold Coast).

Target market

§
§
§
§
§

Likely Economic Impact

$5.5m annual benefit.

Associated Uses

Capital Expenditure
Annual Operating Expenditure

Competitors

Flinders Station, Melbourne
Brisbane Transit Centre - www.brisbanetransitcentre.com.au

N/A. The planned infrastructure is currently occupying other designated
sites around the LGA which could be better utilised as tourism assets.

Estimated Visitation
Target market

Likely Economic Impact

Prepared for Destination Wollongong

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Cultural and heritage tourism
Food Tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

AJ Hackett Cairns - www.ajhackett.com/cairns
Bungee Australia - www.bungyaustralia.com

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

The above bungee jumping facility could be combined with an extreme Zipline from the Southern Gateway Centre or
Panorama House that is a distance of 760m away.

A properly co-ordinated approach to public transport would be an
extremely valuable marketing tool to the Sydney market, which currently
has 4m residents and 10m overnight visitors per annum. Economic benefit
would be seen by all businesses within the Wollongong LGA.
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8.10.14 Key Project 15

Proposed Bungee Jumping Route

Key Project No.15
Zip Line between Southern Gateway Centre and
Panaroma House

Overview

Create a zip line attraction joining Southern Gateway Centre with
Panorama House.

Associated Uses

The zip line would complement the bungee jumping facility at Southern
gateway Centre and also provide patronage for food and beverage
operators at both ends of the attraction.

Capital Expenditure

$5m in capex costs

Annual Operating Expenditure
Direct Jobs created (EFT)

30

Precedents

Thailand - www.jungleflightchiangmai.com/en/home/

Competitors

Tasmania would be the closest and only competitor in Australia.

Estimated Visitation

30,000 tourist per annum

Target market

§
§
§
§
§

Likely Economic Impact

$3.6m in economic benefit per annum

Queenstown - www.ziptrek.com/queenstown-new-zealand

Adventure tourists
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students
Grey Nomads

8.11

Precinct 6 - Lake Illawarra

Target Market: Families, seniors, adventure travellers
Attribute

Prepared for Destination Wollongong

Rating

Accommodation

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Access

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Amenities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Attractions/Activities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Employment Potential

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent
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8.11.3
Destination Development
Readiness Rating

C
8.11.1

Strengths and Unique Selling Points

Lake Illawarra is a key recreational asset of the Illawarra Region as it is a beautiful large coastal lagoon that is popular for
recreational fishing, prawning and sailing and water sports. It is the perfect environment for families and retirees who are
after a sleepy coastal town feel to their holiday. The Lake is approximately 9.5 kilometres long and 5.5 kilometres wide,
with an area of 33 square kilometres and a maximum depth of 3.7 metres. 13 boat ramps surround the lake and is a
popular recreational location. Lake Illawarra is the home of pelicans, sea gulls and black swans just to mention a few of
the many aquatic bird species. At some locations bird viewing platforms have been built at the lakes edge. The lake has
shared walkways/cycle ways at several locations around the lakes edge.
Reddall Reserve on the foreshore of Lake Illawarra is a popular spot for stand up paddle boarding and picnics with its
children's playground, amenities and kiosk.

Accommodation

Name

Type

Location

Comfort Inn Fairways

Motel

Primbee

Lake Illawarra Bed and Breakfast

B&B

Windang

Oasis Resort

Holiday/Caravan Park

Windang

Windang Beach Tourist Park

Holiday/Caravan Park

Windang

Illawarra Shores

Holiday House

Lake Illawarra

Lakeside Homestay

B&B

Lake Illawarra

Lakeview

Motel

Lake Illawarra

8.11.4

Attractions and Activities

The following is an indicative list of the attractions and activities on offer in the Illawarra Lake precinct:
> Lake Illawarra Sailing Club
> Water Skiing
> The Australian Motorlife Museum *
> The Grange Golf Club
> Illawarra Light Railway Museum
> Futureworld.
> Port Kembla Golf Course
> Port Kembla Arts Precinct *
> Major Festival Site *
> Illawarra Golf Complex
> JDP Surf – Stand Up Paddle
> Kully Bay Wakeboard Park
> Eco Wake Board Facility
* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities

Stand Up Paddle Boarding in along Lake Illawarra (Source: Destination NSW)

8.11.2

Access

Lake Illawarra is located approximately 16 km south of Wollongong City Centre and can be accessed by vehicle via B65.
The precinct is also accessible by train along the South Coast Line via Port Kembla, Kembla Grange, Dapto, Albion Park
and Oak Flats train stations. Premier Illawarra operates bus services in the precinct.

8.11.5

Amenities

> Picnic shelters and BBQ areas
> Toilets
> Car parking areas
> Accommodation;
> Food and Beverage;
> Children’s playground

Prepared for Destination Wollongong
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8.11.6

Current Limitations and Weaknesses

The lake is not being used to its full potential to attract visitors to the region. There is a lack of diverse water sports on
offer on the lake.
8.11.7

Key Project No.16
Commercial Surf Club Concept

Potential Opportunities

Potential opportunities identified in this precinct are:
> Windang 4WD park *
> Windang Surf Club *

§
§
§
§
§

> Kully Bay Tourism Precinct
* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities
Likely Economic Impact

8.11.8

Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

$1.5m per year in conservative economic benefit.

Priorities for Lake Illawarra

1.

Develop a number of new water-based activities for families, as well as adventure travellers

2.

Boat launching/mooring facilities at Lake Illawarra entrance

8.11.9

8.11.10 Key Project 17

Key Project No.17
Port Kembla Arts Precinct

Key Project 16

Key Project No.16
Commercial Surf Club Concept

Overview

Privatise key Surf Club locations and provide food, beverage,
entertainment and gaming facilities as part of the core product offering.

Associated Uses

The additional facilities could help to subsidize the operations of the local
surf clubs in each region.

Capital Expenditure

$4m per venue

Annual Operating Expenditure

Overview

Overview- Create a creative arts and cultural precinct to take advantage
of vacant lands in a traditional arts and culture precinct.

Associated Uses

As well as being cultural tourism, the centre would also provide
educational tourism opportunities

Capital Expenditure

$11m in CAPEX costs to establish the facility.

Annual Operating Expenditure

$250k per year in operating costs.

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

20

Precedents

Canberra http://www.canberraglassworks.com/about/

Competitors

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

35 per venue

Estimated Visitation

25,000 tourist per annum

Precedents

§

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

§

Mooloolabah Surf Club, Sunshine Coast www.thesurfclub.com.au/supporters/
Currumbin Surf Club, Gold Coast –
www.supporters.currumbinslsc.com.au/gold-coast-surf-club/

Competitors

The concept works extremely well in QLD, but has never been adopted in
NSW.

Estimated Visitation

40,000 pax per year per venue

Target market

§
§
§
§

Prepared for Destination Wollongong

International Backpackers
Working Holiday makers
Cultural and heritage tourism
Food Tourism

Cultural and heritage tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students
Grey Nomads

Likely Economic Impact
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8.11.11 Key Project 18

8.11.12 Key Project 19

Key Project No.18
Major Festival Site

Key Project No.19
Dolphin, Whale and Seal Watching

Overview

To capitalise on the opportunities afforded by major events, associated
infrastructure should be created to cater for event organisers to bring
major events to the region .Ideally the site would be in a rural area, and
have access to public transport and major road network. The site should
also enable the opportunity for camping. The site should be capable of
hosting events for up to 20,000 pax.

Overview

Opportunity exists for an operator to commence Whale, Dolphin and Seal
watching out of Port Kembla Harbour. The attraction would be extremely
popular with Asian Inbound tourism operators.

Associated Uses

The creation of this product would ensure an overnight stay from inbound
package visitors who are currently travelling through Wollongong to
experience this product in Jervis Bay. The visitation numbers would be
capped by the operator’s capacity, the popularity of this product is
extremely high.

Capital Expenditure

$5m

Associated Uses

With basic infrastructure such as public amenities and centralised power,
the site would be available to a number of uses including music festivals,
sporting events and major community events, such as i98 Convoy.

Capital Expenditure

$3m in CAPEX costs to establish the facility.

Annual Operating Expenditure

Operating costs would be covered by relevant event hirers on a case by
case basis.

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

25

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

4

Precedents

Precedents

§
§

§
§

Various music festivals and outdoor events
Byron Bay - www.bluesfest.com.au/

Competitors
Estimated Visitation

50,000 tourists per annum

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Likely Economic Impact

Prepared for Destination Wollongong

Cultural and heritage tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students
Grey Nomads

Annual Operating Expenditure

Jervis Bay - www.dolphinwatch.com.au/
Port Stephens - www.moonshadow.com.au

Competitors
Estimated Visitation

Capacity would be capped by the capacity of the operator, an indicative
forecast would be 200 pax per day, 75k per annum.

Target market

§
§
§
§
§
§

Likely Economic Impact

$2.5m worth of economic impact per annum

Cultural and heritage tourism
Nature Tourism
Over 55’s travel
Short breaks
International Youth- Leisure
International Students

$4.5m per annum
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8.11.13 Key Project 20

Key Project No.20
King Street Wharf

Overview

Development of reclaimed land along the foreshore of Lake Illawarra into
a viable community, tourist, recreational, commercial and residential hub
that connects to the waterfront and provides for a prosperous local
economy. Developed under a long term leasehold structure.

Associated Uses

Master planned mixed use development comprising residential (incl.
affordable housing), community (seniors living and health), commercial,
marine-based tourism and industrial uses.

Capital Expenditure

$100m +

Annual Operating Expenditure

Not available at this stage

Direct Jobs created (EFT)

100+

Precedents

Darling Harbour, Honeysuckle, Cairns Waterfront

Competitors

NA

Estimated Visitation

Not available at this stage

Target market

Local and international tourists, seniors housing, community services and
residential

Likely Economic Impact

Additional investments into the tourism and residential markets of the
Illawarra. Additional housing supply for seniors, additional services to
socially disadvantaged communities.

Griffins Bay Masterplan
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8.12

Precinct 7 - Industry

8.12.3

Target Market: Seniors, families, experience seekers
Attribute

Rating

Accommodation

Name

Type

Location

Sadies Port Kembla

Holiday House

Port Kembla

Accommodation

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Toledo’s Gentleman’s Guest House

Guest House

Port Kembla

Access

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Aquino Private Accommodation

Guest House

Warrawong

Amenities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Billa Bong Backpackers Hostel

Hostel

Port Kembla

Attractions/Activities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Sovereign Inn Wollongong Motel

Motel

Figtree

Employment Potential

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

8.12.4
Destination Development
Readiness Rating

Attractions and Activities

The following is an indicative list of the attractions and activities on offer in the Industry precinct:
> Illawarra Military Heritage Museum*

B

> Australia’s Industry World
* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities

8.12.1

Strengths and Unique Selling Points

The unique selling point of the precinct is the history behind and current operations of Wollongong’s industrial area.
Australia's Industry World (AIW) is the region covering all industrial areas of the suburb of Port Kembla and Blue Scope
Steel. AIW is a visitor attraction and education resource featuring a unique combination of experiences focused on Port
Kembla and its surrounding heavy industry. AIW Tours, include the Coal Terminal, Grain Corporation, Water Board, BHP
coated products and slab and plate divisions, Incitec, Breakwater Battery, MM Metals, Southern Copper, Australian Steel
Mill Services and more.

8.12.5

Amenities

> Accommodation
> Food and Beverage
> Toilets
> Carparking areas
> Westfield Warrawong

8.12.6

Current Limitations and Weaknesses

The Wollongong Industry area has not really been marketed towards tourists.

8.12.7

Potential Opportunities

Potential opportunities identified in this precinct are:
> Illawarra Regional Airport*
> Port Kembla Whale Watching
> Port Kembla Harbour Cruises
> Cruise Ship berth
> Cringila Mountain Bike Park
Port Kembla Steelworks (Source: Destination Wollongong)

> Port Kembla Heritage Park
> Hll 60 Park (Model Planes, Hangliding and Whale Watching)

8.12.2

Access

The Wollongong Industry precinct is located approximately 6km south of Wollongong City Centre and can be accessed by
vehicle via B65 and Five Islands Rd. Industry can also be accessed via bus.
The precinct is also accessible by train along the South Coast Line via Coniston, Lysaghts, Cringila, Port Kembla North
and Port Kembla train stations.
Prepared for Destination Wollongong

> Port Kembla Surf Club
> Industry Heritage Tours
> Cooperative Research Centre – Steel Facility
* Potential Digital Visitor Information Opportunities
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8.12.8

Priorities for Industry

1.

Develop an Industry Heritage Tour;

2.

Market the area as a tourist destination.

8.13

Precinct 8 - Rural Landscape

Target Market: Seniors, adventurers, experience seekers, families
Attribute

Rating

Accommodation

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Access

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Amenities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Attractions/Activities

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Employment Potential

Poor

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Destination Development
Readiness Rating

B
8.13.1

Strengths and Unique Selling Points

Albion Park is the western gateway to Shellharbour City connecting the Southern Highlands with the coast. Albion Park
owes its origin to the early land grants, one of which was an area of 2,000 acres known as Terry Meadows. Macquarie
Pass was just a packhorse track and wasn’t opened to traffic until 1898 when more than 600 people attended the official
opening of the road. The town offers a unique community rural feel and is vast expanding as a favoured suburb for new
families. The township is surrounded by a ‘green belt’ of rural farms and beautiful environmental destinations, such as the
wetlands, Macquarie Rivulet and Stockyard Mountain.
Jamberoo Action Park is NSW largest theme park which is set in rolling hills, where visitors can enjoy the thrills and spills
of the two giant water slides and Surf Hill, the eight lane speed water slide. Visitors can also enjoy the mountain
toboggans, leaping into deep water from the rock five metres above, playing mini golf, racing go-karts and enjoying the
spectacular views of the picturesque dairy village from the chairlift.

Macquarie Park National Park (Source: Destination NSW)

The Illawarra Fly Treetop Walk is one of Australia’s premier treetop walk experiences. The only walk of its kind in NSW
and one of only a handful of elevated steel treetop walks in the world, the ‘Fly’ is an immersive nature experience. The
gentle 1.5km return walk takes in native rainforest, the steel walkway which features two gently swaying cantilevered
arms, and a central tower raised nearly 50 metres from the forest floor. Positioned 710 metres above sea level, the
stunning views take in everything from the rainforest floor into the canopy and out to the Pacific Ocean.

8.13.2

Access

The Illawarra Highway runs through Albion Park and joins the Princes Highway just north of the suburb. This road brings
many people through the region. Albion Park is also the most direct link between Jamberoo Action Park and Sydney via
the Princes Motorway and thus is directly on the route for those travelling south.
This region is also accessible by train, via Albion Park, Dapto and Kembla Grange Railway stations. Premier Illawarra
operates bus services in the precinct.
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8.13.3

8.13.6

Accommodation

Potential Opportunities

Name

Type

Location

Potential opportunities identified in this precinct are:

Elsinor Motor Lodge

Motel

Dapto

> Farmstays

Ravensthorpe

Manor, retreat

Albion Park

> Rural retreats

Park Meadows Bed and Breakfast

B&B

Albion Park

> Buddhist Temple at Albion Park

The Oaks Hotel/Motel

Motel

Albion Park Rail

Yallah House Bed and Breakfast

B&B

Yallah

Dandaloo Hotel/Motel

Motel

Dapto

Golfers Guesthouse

B&B

Calderwood

Calderwood Valley Retreat

B&B

Calderwood

Jamberoo Valley Lodge

Motel

Jamberoo

8.13.4

Attractions and Activities

The following is an indicative list of the attractions and activities on offer in the Rural Landscape precinct:

> Food trails
> Farmers markets
> Opportunities for hiking, mountain bikers, horse riding.
> Purpose built festival sites
> Eco Lodge

8.13.7
1.

Priorities for the Rural Landscape
Develop a number of tourist attractions like farm stays and food trails.

> Albion Park Heritage Trail
> Jamberoo Action Park
> Dapto Greyhound Racing Club
> Historical Aircraft Restoration Society
> Illawarra Light Railway Museum
> Illawarra Airport
> Dee Kramer Gallery
> Touchdown Helicopters, Albion Park
> Tongarra Bicentennial Museum
> Calderwood Valley Golf Course
> Greg Norman (Huntley) Golf Course Resort
> Ravensthorpe
> The Albion Park Chamber of Commerce host many events in the township including the Spring Ball & Street Fete,
Outdoor Country Kitchen and Coopers Beer & Tucker Night in May. The Albion Park community holds tight to its
agricultural ties with the Albion Park Show in January.

8.13.5

Amenities

> Accommodation
> Food and Beverage
> Car parking areas
> Toilets
> Picnic shelters and BBQ areas
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9
9.1

Tourism Development Processes and Implementation
Guidelines

> Have an adequately resourced strategy specifically for engaging international investors esp. the growing Chinese
market in collaboration with say University of Wollongong.
> In relation to major projects, form partnerships with Austrade and Tourism Australia (Trade and Investment and
Premiers and Cabinet) to use their expertise in international markets in international investment attraction.

Overview

The Australian Government has developed the National Long-Term Tourism Strategy (NLTTS) in December 2009 to
balance the supply and demand policy aspects of the tourism industry. It seeks to ensure that Australia moves up the
international tourism value chain and remains competitive through quality tourism products and services. The Australian
Government sees greater investment in the tourism industry as driving long-term profitability, innovation and growth in the
industry.
An update to the Strategy Tourism 2020 was released on 6 December 2011, responding to ongoing challenges and
emerging opportunities for the Australian tourism industry. Providing a framework for growth, Tourism 2020 will assist
tourism businesses remain competitive into the future in a dynamic global environment.
Tourism 2020 refocuses and sharpens the emphasis on six identified areas that must be addressed to allow the tourism
industry to achieve its maximum potential. These are:
> Grow demand from Asia, while maintaining investment of a balanced market portfolio. Renewed efforts will be
taken to support the targeted strategies and campaigns initiated by Tourism Australia and state tourism organisations
to convert new business in growing markets, particularly China and India.
> Build competitive digital capability. The roll out of the National Broadband Network and associated business
support programs will provide tourism businesses with the opportunity to enhance their capability to promote their
businesses and win new business online.
> Encourage investment and implement the regulatory reform agenda. Tourism Ministers have committed to
pursue an ambitious regulatory reform agenda through 2012 and beyond to encourage new investment in tourism
assets.
> Ensure tourism transport environment supports growth. Governments will pursue negotiations and encourage
commercial operators to grow transport capacity, particularly airline capacity, to allow an increasing number of visitors
to travel to and within Australia.

9.2.1.1

Develop Partnerships Between Levels of Government to Facilitate Tourism Investment

Permanent consultative mechanisms involving state and local government needs to be established in order to provide a
basis for ongoing collaboration, based on the mutual benefits derived from tourism investment. Where existing
collaborative environments exist, work through these bodies and seek to provide impetus and leadership. The
Department of Planning and Infrastructure has an Illawarra Urban Development Programme and an Employment Lands
Taskforce better understand the market and how the planning system can help and hinder investment.

9.2.1.2

Develop Networks with the Investment Community

A detailed profile of investors should be developed and selectively target investors with specific proposals to fill supply in
gaps in certain market segments. Specialist advice should be sought from the industry and their representatives such as
Property Council of Australia.
Regional tourism investment plans, guides and similar documents are important resources and the tourism industry
should be fully engaged in the development of such plans.

9.2.1.3

Form Partnerships with Communities

If communities understand the benefits of tourism investment they are more likely to support proposals. An ongoing effort
to build community awareness of the potential benefits of tourism related investment is required and community
participation should be facilitated, especially in a destination such as Wollongong where there has been little recent
investment or investment opportunities have not been fully realised. Government has a key role to play here in
education.

> Increase supply of labour, skills and Indigenous participation. Governments will implement new targeted
strategies to address the significant labour and skills shortages that exist in particular areas of Australia.
> Build industry resilience, productivity and quality. The Australian Government will market and encourage the
uptake of valuable support programs such as T-QUAL grants, the T-QUAL accreditation program, and Enterprise
Connect to build business capability and therefore productivity and quality.

The NLTTS and Tourism 2020 identify a number of important actions from this guide that will drive the Wollongong
tourism sector. Those of relevance to this Destination Development Plan are listed below.

9.2

9.2.1.4

Form Partnerships with Indigenous Communities

Identify and explore opportunities to work with Indigenous communities to develop proposals that will respond to visitor
demand and be of benefit to traditional owners. Stakeholder consultations provided information that many international
visitors want meaningful experiences of Indigenous culture. This interest and the flow-on benefits of tourist expenditure,
mean that tourism investment offers great opportunities for Indigenous communities. There are many opportunities for
tourism projects to be developed based on partnerships with Indigenous communities. Destination Wollongong should
form a partnership with Illawarra Local Aboriginal Land Council in order to facilitate tourism investment and understand
what experiences the Indigenous communities within the region can offer tourists.

Partnerships

Destination Wollongong should look into the following good facilitation practices for partnerships:
> Establish permanent consultative mechanisms involving all levels of government (Federal, State and Local) to provide
a basis for ongoing collaboration.
> Develop a detailed profile of investors and selectively target investors with specific proposals to fill gaps in current
supply. Additional research that underpins regional policy is essential in this regard. Develop an ongoing evidencebased conversation with communities about the potential benefits of tourism investment to build community support for
investment.

9.2.1.5

Identify International Investors Opportunities

Currently, one of the biggest boom markets in Australia is the Asian market. This international market offers huge
potential for attracting investment in major projects. Destination Wollongong should work closely with Destination NSW,
Austrade and Tourism Australia as these agencies have the relevant expertise and contacts and are already working to
promote Australia has an investment destination.
Austrade has an international network of investment specialists who work closely with the states and territories across a
range of industry areas in attracting and facilitating foreign investment.

> Identify opportunities to work with Indigenous communities to develop proposals that will respond to visitor demand
and be of benefit to traditional owners.
Prepared for Destination Wollongong
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9.3

Approvals Processes

Destination Wollongong, in association with state and local government, should investigate the following facilitation
practices for approval processes:
> Set sites aside for tourism projects and clear regulatory and planning approvals for tourism projects at those sites.
> Align the objectives of tourism investment with local planning requirements.
> Work collaboratively with other levels of government and with investors to shape investment proposals so as to
achieve approvals.
> Appear on behalf of tourism investment proposals at planning tribunals where the proposal has the features being
sought by the jurisdiction.

> Adopting a site specific approach to allow additional permissible uses over SP3 Tourist zoned sites in keeping with the
surrounding and desired development mix. Council should also consider adopting a limited mix of residential and
commercial permissibility into the SP3 Tourist zoning in the 2013 LEP.
> Acknowledging that competing land use is a major risk to an ongoing tourism industry and that a role exists to protect
such lands.
> Considering specific planning proposals as they arise for developments containing genuine short term visitor
accommodation where its use is considered sensible, but where zoning precludes such elements.
> Considering offering rebates on council rates and on any ongoing council levies for new developments containing
genuine short term visitor accommodation.
> Considering specific incentives for new developments containing genuine short term visitor accommodation.

> When considering major proposals, an across-government project committee should be formed to facilitate the
proposal.

> Supporting the state government in the preparation of the NSW Visitor Accommodation Supply Plan.

> In appropriate circumstances, refer tourism investment proposals from local to state government for approval.

> Considering sites it owns for more detailed planning processes with a view to advancing the business case and master
plan, suitable for attracting joint venture partners.

> Assign a person with suitable expertise and sufficient influence to each significant investment proposal to help
developers navigate government and provide a high level of responsiveness.

9.3.1.1

Zone Sites for Tourism Approvals

Sites should be set aside within Wollongong for tourism projects (or a mixed-use that includes tourism) and regulatory
and planning approvals should be cleared for tourism projects at those sites. These sites should include both private and
public lands.
Development incentives such as increased floor space and building height and reduced parking should be provide for
bona-fide tourism operations that are proposed in accordance with this plan. Similarly, tourism land uses should be
permissible in most zones especially zones applying to the foreshore and the Illawarra Escarpment.

9.3.1.2

Align Tourism Investment Strategies with Local Planning

Destination Wollongong should work collaboratively with Wollongong City Council, other levels of government and
investors to align the objectives of tourism investment with local planning requirements and to shape investment
proposals as to achieve approvals. Research undertaken by the OECD emphasised the importance of linking tourism
strategies with planning arrangements. Special dispensation may need to be afforded to bona-fide tourist developments
in terms of bushfire protection, ecological and visual impact, infrastructure and servicing. Addition weight needs to be
given to the capital investment and job creation in the face of the NIMBY community opposition.
Destination Wollongong should also appear on behalf of tourism investment proposals at planning tribunals where the
proposal has the features being sought by the jurisdiction. Appropriate mechanism should be put in place to advise
Destination Wollongong when tourist facilities are being proposed and assessed.
In accordance with the Visitor Economy Industry Action Plan 2012, a set of incentives to encourage hotel investment on
crown lands is appropriate. This would include caravan/tourist parks; ecotourism; heritage, family or Aboriginal-based
tourism developments, including in or adjacent to National Parks, State Forests and Reserves and other crown lands.
Ensure that sustainable development and management practices are adopted.
In this regard, Wollongong Council should support the initiative and actively engage with the state and federal
government as appropriate, to release crown lands for the purpose of short term accommodation development in its local
government area.

> Providing expert advice of the particular needs of tourism development; the barriers to entry; incentives / facilitation
measures.

9.4

Infrastructure and Land Provision

Destination Wollongong should investigate the following good facilitation practices for infrastructure and land provision:
> Scan development proposals with a view to making the inclusion of tourism infrastructure a condition of major
developments.
> Review holdings of government land and buildings to identify sites that could be appropriate for tourism investment.
The merit of converting identified sites to tourism use should be assessed based on the costs and benefits of this
strategy compared with unchanged use.
> When using government land for tourism development, lease holdings should be offered over a very long term (99
years) at a cost that may be less than the rate that would be achievable for a non-tourism use.
> Recognise that the nature of some projects is such that government will need to directly invest in some tourism related
infrastructure — with co-funding from private investors.
> Identify the infrastructure that could deliver the most significant tourism benefits and assess the merits of undertaking
these projects based on the potential return on investment and the viability of public private partnerships.
> Assist with the provision of access to and utilities for tourism facilities.

9.4.1.1

Encourage the Provision of Tourism Infrastructure a Condition of Major Developments

Increasingly, successful tourism development projects have a mix of uses. In some locations, such as central business
district areas, a mixed-use development represents the only viable strategy to increase the supply of tourism
infrastructure. Consequently, there is an opportunity to require developments to include tourism infrastructure
(accommodation and attractions). This approach should be undertaken by Destination Wollongong as it can provide a
win-win outcome for investors and governments that are seeking to increase the supply of high quality tourism
infrastructure.

In particular, Destination Wollongong should liaise with Wollongong City Council and the Department of Planning and
Infrastructure with a view to:
> Considering the opportunity to facilitate short term visitor accommodation on crown land and pursue appropriate
investigation and planning for identified sites with a view to attracting joint venture or project partners.
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9.4.1.2

Recognise that some Tourist Facilities Require Government Investment

Government owned land and buildings can offer significant potential as tourism investment sites. Governments can be
proactive in reviewing existing land holdings and heritage sites to identify those that offer potential for projects featuring
tourism. Equally, governments should be willing to assess the merit of these proposals when prospective developers
bring them forward.

Sandstone Buildings Set Aside To Boost Tourism

Appropriate development of parks and heritage buildings can allow more people to experience these sites. It can also
generate revenue that can be reinvested in programs directed towards restoration and conservation. Government
leadership in this area can involve amending legislation to recognise tourism as a legitimate use of heritage buildings and
parks.

9.4.1.3

Minister for Finance and Services Andrew Constance has announced that Sydney's
landmark Sandstone Buildings in the CBD will be set aside for tourism purposes when
they are marketed to local and international investors later this year.
The tourism industry will be invited to register their interest in the Education and former
Lands Buildings on Bridge Street as part of the NSW Government's commitment to
increase the state's overnight visitor expenditure.

Recognise that Transport Facilities (including Regional Airports) are Essential to Tourism and Need
Government Investment

"We will be engaging a broad range of local and international parties who have the
capacity to deliver world-class facilities and accommodation," Mr Constance said.

Destination Wollongong, in conjunction with other levels of government, need to identify the infrastructure that could
deliver the most significant tourism benefits and assess the merits of undertaking these projects based on the potential
return on investment and the viability of public private partnerships.

"This approach will create jobs, drive global tourism opportunities and boost the NSW
economy.

The region has access to Illawarra airport, which is currently only used for private purposes. Airports are of critical
importance to tourism, but they also support business travel and freight transport.

"The sale of the Sandstone Buildings for tourism purposes will support the NSW Visitor
Economy Taskforce, which has a goal to increase our overnight visitor expenditure from
$18.3 billion in 2009 to $36.6 billion by 2020.
"Interest in these buildings is already strong - they have the potential for a range of high
value tourism uses, are centrally located in the business district, close to Circular Quay
and all transport services
"Tourism industry research indicates that foreign investors have a strong preference for
Sydney's CBD as their entry point to Australia for investment.
"As part of the Registration of Interest stage, we will invite interested parties to provide
details of their intended tourism use for the Sandstone Buildings. That will be used to
form a detailed Expression of Interest phase in the New Year."
The Registration of Interest will be released by Macquarie Capital before Christmas. This
initial stage will help potential buyers in the market prepare for the formal Expressions
of Interest phase. An Expression of Interest campaign has already begun for the sale of
the Ausgrid Building at 570 George Street
In May this year, the NSW Government completed the sale of seven state-owned
buildings in Sydney and regional NSW to Australian-based Company, Cromwell. The
sale figure of more than $400 million exceeded initial estimates by $100 million.
Mr Constance said the divestment of non-core government assets is unlocking latent
capital to boost much-needed infrastructure and fund other essential services for
taxpayers across NSW
"We will continue to identify assets suitable for divestment, returning sale proceeds to
NSW taxpayers to fund more services and to drive the state's economic growth," Mr
Constance said.
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